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Dorm intruders scolded
actually broke the policy, only
200 complied with the SG
name-registration policy.
LED BY student body Pres.
Jeff Smith and Janine Ranz,
Gamma 1-East floor president, the students marched
from a rally into Alpha Hall,
the freshmen men's dormitory
which has no female visitation.
Upon entering the dorm,

By VALERIE WICKSTROM
Oracle Staff Writer

Letters of reprimand •are
being issued this week to
more than· 200 students who
violated the state dormitory
policy here last Thursday
night, according to Vice President for Student Affairs Joe
Howell.
Although SG officials estimate more than 300 students

_

resident and participating
men escorted their guests to
floors where they signed their
names under supervision of
resident assistants.
Protesters then 'proceeded
to leave t he building.
The violation occurred after
a rally of some 5QO students in
·the Argos activities center.
Students heard from speakers
promoting the violation in-

. ,:,,--;. ~~.~-. .~;J-~c:a_f.·)bicy~~s . ~,,.;.•:•

.eluding SG executive and legislative members, the visitation committee chairman, a
Gamma representative, and
governor of Alpha.
l\fiKE MYERS opened the
rally with an original folk
song lamenting the present
visitation policy and the outspoken Regent Elizabeth Kovachevich, entitled "Elizabeth, I Love You."
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SG Commuter Representative Mark Adams told the
gathering that he thought the
Board of Regents were "sincere but misguided" and that
"the present visitation is unsound and must be changed
by the students. We will be
reasonable, but we wm be
heard," Adams concluded.
Other speakers met with
scattered applause, but at
times the r ally turned into a
shouting match between the
speaker and members of the
audience.
SMITH RECEIVED rousing
cheers from the crowd when
he announced a Nov. 15 appointment for a noon luncheon
with Gov. Rubin Askew at
which time the two will further discuss the present visitation policy and the future of
the Florida Board of Regents.
Shortly after the march on
Alpha, students reconvened in
the Argos mall and listened as
new speakers urged a violation of Gamma visitation
rules.
"We couldn' t get hold of an
outdoor address system, but
these radicals did and used
it," Ken Richter told The Oracle. "The violation of Gamma
visitation was not planned or
encouraged by SG. We only
encouraged actions which
were approved unanimously
by the Alpha governor council. If we had had a speaker
system I know we could have
dissuaded them (the students)
from going into Gamma,'' he
\
said.
Rally-organizer Ken Sechen
was pleased with the success
of the violation both in terms
of participation and orderliness, as well as the publicity
the violation received. "We
have stood up and have been
· counted as being discontented
with a restrictive visitation
policy; one which certainly
violated freedom of associa'tion."
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Freshman
can break

requirement c"ackdo\Vn

contracts

By LIZ BARNES
Oracle Staff Wriler

Family Planning is cracking down on dispensing birth
control to university women.
Low funds, irate parents, fear of lawsuits,. and failure to
meet age and economic qualifications are the reasons _given.
An Oracle article dated Oct. 20 said that Planned Parenthood dispenses birth control free to anyone either 21 years
old or who had the signature cf a person over 21. This information was obtained .from a spokesman for Planned Parenthood.
The Rev. Bob Haywood, of the Uqiversity Chapel Fellowship; told The Oracle Monday that according to Mrs.
Daisy Sweting, supervisor of the Hillsborough clinics and professional staff of the Family Planning Proejct, any recipient
of birth control must supply proof of age or parental permission.
A STUDENT L.~FORMED The Oracle that several of her
friends had been to the clinic and were refused birth control. '
She said they described the situation as "embarrassing."
Contacting Mrs. Sweting, The Oracle learned that the
true purpose of the Family Planning clinics is to serve the 18
thousand low-income women of child bearing age in Hillsbor-

ough County. She said that the idea is circulating that the
clinic is fo~ everybody, but that is not the case.
She 'said that the federally funded state agency felt that
with it~ fund~ running low, the clinics should only serve
women financially una ble to afford a· private physician. She
said it was:the consensus of herself and ·t he director of Family P lanning that a nyone financially able Jo attend t he university is also capable of paying a private physician.

MRS. SWETING ALSO said that she had received many
"hostile" letters from parents, both in and out-of-state, and ·
that they opposed dispensing birth control to their minor
daughters. She stressed that the agency could not leave itself
open to possible lawsuits from parents.
Agreeing that it is ridiculous that women of 18 are consi.dered minors by Flo.r ida state law, despite their new r ight to
vote, Mrs. Sweting said that from now on. t he .clinic will refer
all university 'women, except those who meet the qualifications of age, parental permission·, and financial need, to private physicians.
Anyone with information concerning availability of birth
control or related personal experiences is urged to call The
Oracle newsroom, ext. 2842.

Vice President for Student Affairs Joe Howell announced that freshman resident students will ,,be allowed to break their housing contracts and move off
campus at the end of Quarter 1 because the Regents'
final ruling on visitation
·w as made after many students had signed their contracts.
Students are required to
sign a three-quarter lease
if they live in the dorms,
but Howell said since students had complained to
him that they thought it unfair to be held to the contract, he decided to let the
freshman students break
the contract at the end of
this Quarter.
Contracts may be broken
at the Housing Office without penalty, but parents
will be notified.

It's a small world
at nearby day ca.re centers. Many USF student-s do have children that need a place
to stay while their parents go to school. Students interest-ed in establishing a day care
center should contact Marijo McCormick at

ext. 2678 between the hours of 2 a.a d 5 p.m.
or leave a message at Language-Literature
363. Dr. McCormick is working on a da.y
ca.re program with the Presidential Com,;

mittee for the Status of Women.

Anti-war ·demonstrations
.
_pl~nnedJo.r t-~ ay; Nov..(:Ji
'

By ROBERT BOYLE
oracle Slaff Wriler

.

Specia l TO The Oracle

Annual Fall Frolics, sponsored by the University Center Program Council, will be
held this weekend in the USF
gymnasium.
Goose Creek begins the
entertainment Friday night
with a free admiss ion concert
at 9 p.m.

ADMISSION TO SATURDAY night's 9 p.m. concert is
~2.50 for USF students.
Delaney and Bonnie a nd
their friends will Qffer a
cha,nge from the frenzy of
acid rock with some natural
down-home music from places
like Mississippi, Missouri and
Oklahoma. It's the type of
music that naturally infects
the audience.

Delaney and Bonnie find
friends everywhere. T h e
friends do far more than get
together and play music; ,they
become part of the song and
rhythm. And so· a concert becomes Delaney an_d ,Bonnie
and Friends.

SEARCHING FOR these
friends is not conscious ...:.. it
just · happens. When Delaney
and Bonnie and Friends
opened at The Whis key in Los
Angeles, Steve Stills, David
Crosby, Buddy Miles and several others asked if they could
sit in on sets. They were welcomed and the audience loved
it.
Delaney explains that it's
nothing new ; their style of
music has been around for

years. He feels that people
are growing tired of the noise
and psychedelia of contemporary music, and ·because of
this they are ready to enjoy
more vocal and good, natural
down-home music.
This feeling comes through
in a song-like "Never Ending
Love," from . the a 1 bum
"Mot~l." It has a melody tha t
lingers with an audience,
leaving them enveloped in an
a ura of relaxation a n d
thought, not zinging their
minds into the outer limits of
psychedelic sound.

DELANEY AND BONNIE'S
circle of friends is growing,
sweeping up such musicians
as Bobby Whitlock, Leon Russell and Jim Keltner. Occasionally Eric Clapton, Rita

Coolidge or Gebrge Harrison
will show up for a few sets
with ·"friends.;,- ·
Appearing with Delaney and
Bonnie and Friends is USF's
Jeffery Arthur and Friends.
The group \Vas ·enthusiastically applauded at a free concert at Florida State University a few weeks ago. Jeffrey
Arthur and Friends also took
top honors· in tl1e pop:rock
category of the southeastern
regional competition of the
Intercollegiate ·Music Festival
held at USF last spring.

MOST OF THE material, a
light a nd fun, happy kind of
music, is written by Jeffrey
Arthur . "Cruisin' " a song
about USF and bicycles
brings energetic audience re-

.

Mass demonstrations to protest the Vietnam War are scheduled for USF and Tampa
today and Saturday as part of the nationwide
effort by antiwar groups to erid the war now.
Dissatisfied with the slow withdrawal of
troops by President Nixon, the National
Peace Action Coalition (NPAC) and the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) are
again demanding in their strongest bid ever
immediate withdrawal of troops.
TALLAHASSEE WILL also be representTHE NATIONWIDE march Saturday in
ed by the black militant group, Malcom X
17 major metropolitan centers will join toLiberation Front, while local black militant
gether for the first time, · in strength, memOtha Favors will march through sections of
bers and leaders of student, black, and labor
the black community on Saturday morning
movements.
- and rendezvous with the other demonstrators
The rally to be held today at USF will
at the library.
begin at 2 p.m., and will be hosted by the
The St. Petersburg antiwar movement is
USF chapter of SMC. It will sponsor Stephareportedly sending large numbers of stunie Coontz, a National SMC leader; and other
dents from its St. Petersburg Junior College
members of USF SMC.
headquarters, and other Pinellas county high
Today SMC leaders will supply the crowd
schools and colleges.
with 50,000 ieaflets to canvas the Tampa Bay
National OJMO Chairman Joe Waller
area to urge the public to get out and demfrom St. Petersburg will also bring members
onstrate on Nov. 6.
from his group and may speak at the Li•
"IF YOU'RE AJ.>ATHETIC about the war
tirary rally.
- don't demonstrate," the leaflets proclaim.
AS THE ASSORTED group of antiwar
The leaflets are expected to help draw a
demonstrators and leaders moves through
crowd on Saturday of approximately 5,000 to
the streets of Tampa, The Vietnam Veterans '
march in downtown Tampa.
Against the War will move with the crowd ·
"This will be the largest antiwar demonand perform mock " search and destroy"
stration ever in the history of Florida," said
missions along the parade route.
Pete Rooney, coordinator of the USF SMC,
In addition to the Vietnam veterans, the
and an organizer of both massive events.
march will include active-duty GI's opposed
While student acth,; sts today are rallying
to the war from Orlando Naval Training
against the war, the USF Administration will
Center, McCoy Air Force Base (Orlando),
furnish music for the opposition by the U.S.
and Tampa's MacDill Air Force Base.
Navy Steel Band. SMC is countering with
The schedule for the marchers will be:
White Springs , a rock group.
Assemble at the Tampa .Public Library at UON SATURDAY, MARCHERS from unia .m. ; begin the march at 12 :30 . down Cass
versities, labor unions, the black communiStreet to Madison and the Hillsborough
ties, and antiwar groups from all over FloriCounty Courthouse.
da will snake down from the Tampa PJblic

·Inside

sponse, especially from USF
students.

A new registration policy
for next quarter has been
developed for handicapped
students. See page 6 for details.

Neil Gottlieb playing electric violin gives the group a
distinctively different sound.
Gottlieo wa s extremely popular v,ith the audience of FSU,
who called him back for a violin solo.
The other two members of
Jefferey Arthur a nd Friends
ate Mike ·Hurley on bass and
piano, and Christopher Horrell playing lead acoustic guitar.
Tickets for the coming
weekend of musical entertainm ent can ·be purchased at the
University Center information
desk. The Friday night concert is free, but a ticket must
be obtained in advance and
presented at the door.

.

Library to· the County Courthouse and plead
to end America's longest and mo'st unpopular war of this century.
According to Rooney, large groups of students will be arriving from areas and
schools such as St. Leo College, New College
of Sarasota, Gainesville, Jacksonville, Tallahassee, and Miami.
Groups of labor union members will be
arriving here from Miami, and the SMC is
making a strong bid for a large turnout
among union members in this area.

Fall Frolics features Delaney and Bonnie
By ELLIE SOMMER

• • •

Five teams seek a league
lead in Intramurals. See
page 9.

Delaney and Bonnie

..

The USF Credit Union
was robbed last week and

.

.will perform Saturday at 9 p.m. in the
gymnasium as part of Fall Frolics. Admission is $2.50 wHh I.D. for USF students.

an unsuspecting instructor
aided in the escape. See
story on page 10.
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Option still available for
•
seminar students
senior
Students planning to take
Senior Seminar during Quarter 2 again have the option of
electing a social action project
instead of attending a class,
according to Dr. Russell
Cooper.
Students interested in this
program should register for
CBS 401 :000 and submit a
statement on their proposed
__project by Nov. 10 to Cooper

in Administration 226. This
statement must carry an endorsement by a faculty member who agrees to supervise
and grade the student's work.
This project is open to all
students b e y o n d freshman
level. Each student must submit a diary of activities, a
paper evaluating the project
and anything else the instructor might require.

Special education maiors meet
USF's Council for Exceptional Children will
meet today at-2 p.m. in the University Center.
Dr. Bernard Lax, assistant professor of
Education, is sponsoring the tea for all special
education faculty and students.
Potential freshmen and sopohmore special
education majors are welcome.

New business organiz:ation forms
A new chapter of Phi Beta( Lambda (PBL)
has recently been installed at USF. PBL is a
national organization for students at the college of university level who are preparing for
careers in business and industry or for careers
in business education.
The USF Chapter is having an installation
dinner for all new members and new officers
Nov. 4, at the Sweden House on Dale Mabry.
A district workshop will be held Nov. 13 for
PBL officers. The workshop will be held at
Holiday Inn on US 19.

Young Democrats plan involvement
The Young Democrats of USF meet every
Monday at 2 p.m. for short meetings in UC
205. General business meetings are held each
Monday at 8 p.m. in UC 204.
Anyone interested in becoming involved in
the selection of the Democratic presidential
candidate and creating change in the country
and area is invited.

Bicycle Club to sponsor tour
The USF Bicycle Club is sponsoring a
40-mile round-trip bicycle tour to Plant City
from the USF Administration Building.
The tour is Nov., 7," beginning at 7:30 a.m.
Breakfast will be provided in Plant City. All
interested cyclists can contact Dr. Ray Poore,
ext. 2930 for further information.

Student board meets

The Fine Arts Student Advisory Board
meets at 2 p.m. each Wednesday in Fine ArtsHumanities (FAH) 119. The board is working
on projects and activities to involve students.
Representatives are Jim Oliver and Jason
Strawn, art; Sondra Feldmaier and Ruth
Lampl, dance; Judy Costello and Carol Jo Gillotti, music; and Greg Musselman and Jack
Williams, theatre. They invite students to
come to the meetings, to stop by their office
FAH 119, or to leave a note suggesting possible
activities.

FREE ·RELIGiOUS FELLOWSHIP
..

You're invited to services at the Unitarian Universalists Fellowship of Tampa.
As _a group of differing individuals, we come together around the celebration of
life and a desire to understand and act on the problems of our world. O!!r only:
dogma is Tolerance.

ll

Church School - Sunday Services
2904 Concordia Ave. .
{Just off Bay-to-Bay Blvd.)
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Adrian L. Melott, Minister
Sun., Nov. 7,· ll a.m.
Mrs. Essie Mae Reed, Past President Tampa Welfare Rights Organization
Mon., Nov. 8, 7:30 p.m.
R~v. Edwin Wilson: "What is Humanism?"

The returnable bottle
of Coke! It's
almost litter-free!
Trade1Tlark®

The Fine Arts student representative on the
committee to review "The Book" is Mary Jane
Matheny. She may be contacted through the
music office, FAH 204.

Advertisers pJan for speaker

What's going on in the world of advertising
today? Students can hear an inside report from
Carl Bartell, president of the Tampa Advertising Club and advertising director of Wolf
Brothers, at 2 p.m. today in LAN 117.
Bartell will talk at an organizational meeting of the student Advertising Association.
Bartell also will speak on "Adrnerica the Ugliful" to COM 300, Introduction to Mass Media,
students at 3 p.m. in LAN 103. The talk is open
to the public.

Press Club to meet

The Press Club of USF, a proposed Sigma
Delta Chi affiliate, will meet today at 2 p.m. in
Language-Literature 459.
All Mass Communications majors in the
news - editorial sequence, magazine and feature sequence and speech-broadcast majors
are invited to attend.
Committees have been formed to advance
the club toward formal affiliation with the national journalism fraternity.

Pre-Med meets tonight

Pre-Med students will meet today at 7 :30
p. m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
Dr. Mason Trupp will give a slide presentation on neurosurgery.

'Blow-Up' showing

Deadline announced
Students with complaints about the amount
of deposit required for telephone service
should write to the Florida Public Service
Commission, Tallahassee, before Nov. 22.

The World Affairs Council
will sponsor an International
Week on campus, Nov. 8-13.

talk with other students and
faculty about their experi·
ences abroad.

Activities for the week will
include seminars on workstudy programs abroad, an
evening panel discussion on
World Internationalism scheduled for Nov. 9, at 8 p.m. in
the UC.

There will be films shown
continuously from noon to 3
p.m. Nov. 8-12, in UC 251.
Presentations will include lectures on trav{!l, study, and
work abroad. ~

Also planned is a week-long
art exhibit in the UC Gallery,
a fashion show, an International Folk Festival with
entertainment from different
countries, and an International Night at the Apocalypse
Coffee House, Friday Nov. 12.

Baptist Student ·Center
988-9557

Vespers every Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
Nov. 9: Dr. Don Steger speaking
- from the College of Education

SINGING

THE
/#-FASHION
STORE

WESTSHORE PWA
DOWNTOWN: 70S FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

THE HE-S-KIMO"

&

BODY SHOP

Any faculty member or student with objects from travels
abroad may loan them to the
World Affairs Council to be
exhibited in the art gallery.
The exhibit ,vill be insured
against theft or damage.
Anyone interested in helping
the Council may call ext. 2300,
or stop by UC 223.
In association with the
World Affairs Council, the
Overseas Information Service
is sponsoring a week-long program for travelled students to

907 EAST 129th AVE.

E:s!i 1_ 1_:.~s-t~-~~~--r~-~i~.' _h_~~t-~r'. -~I~~- •• $1497

Bottled under the authority ofJhe Coca-Cola Company by:_Tampa Coca Colci°Bottler

to the

LUTZ PAINT

~~~s~?~~!!~1

"Coca-Cola'" and •Cokl" are registered trade-marks which identity onty the crod uct of Th• Coea-Cota company.

Against a protest by Edgar
Hirshberg, professor of English, the Senate voted to establish a committee for considering alternative d o c uments. Hirshberg warned " I
don't think there's any sense

in having this committee. We should let Pres. Mackey decide on the form the Senate
will take. The committee
members will be split in their
decisions and he'll have to
make the final choice any- ·
way. This is just a further
waste of time."

International week
scheduled at USF

1597
$)597

So buy CO~!:.,Qola in returnable bottles.
It's best for the environmen t
and your best value.

tions for four other state universities.

Film association meets

The University Film Association will meet
today at 2:30 p.m. in Language-Literature 119.
All members and film majors are urged to attend.

$)897
$1697.

likely to find its way·into the
cast-off litter along highways,
beaches and parks.

Despite assurances by Pres.
Cecil Mackey that a proposed
USF constitution · won't face
excessive additional delays in
its passage, some members of
the University Senate have
not received much satisfaction from these statements.
In an address to the senate
last week, Mackey said he
had found two proposed USF
constitutions "reasonably ac-·
ceptable." These documents
included the one that failed in
a referendum in February
and another constitution that
was prepared by a Senate
unofficial student-faculty committee and presented to
Mackey during the summer
quarter.
THE LATI'ER document
differed from the original by
calling for establishment of
three · senates based on University groups - students,
faculty and combined career
service and administrativeprofessional - rather than
continuing the present allUniversity assembly.
Mackey also noted that the
Board of Regents has approved, "with some substantial amendments," constitu-

"Blow-Up" starts tomorrow in the Engineering Auditorium. The movie is a provocative treatment of a weekend in the life of a
h i g h f a s h i o n L o n d o n photographerdirector-writer.
There are two showings; 8 and 10 p.m. The •
movie is sponsored by the University Film As•
sociation.

'69 VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Squareback, automatic
transmission, radio, heater, blue finish with leatherette
interior, stock # 1640 .......•. ... ....• •.. .......•.•
'69 VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback, radio, heater, red
finish with leatherette interior, stock #1 _232 ••......••
$
'69 VOLKSWAGEN _1131 Sedan, radio, heater, white
. finish with leatherette fini•h, red interior, stock# 1509
'68 VOLKSWAGEN 3611 Squareback, radio, heater, red
with leatherette interior, stock# 15931 .....•....•.•

It can make. many trips
in its useful life. And when
a bottle keeps moving, it is less

Mackey assures speed y
•
•
consfifuf1on appro val

-FOR Y O U R - - - - - - -

'68 VOLKSWAGEN 1132 Sedan. automatic stick shi~.

;t!~ah~~~~~•-~~i-~~ ~i-~i~~-~i-t~-1~-~t~-~r~~~ ~i_n_i~~'. ~'.~~~. $1397

'67VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback,rodio, ·heater,white.
finish with leatherette interior, stock #87322 ........•

$)197

UP FRONT .
IN THE WORLD OF COAT
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FAKE BUCKSKIN
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$3999
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IFC plans Aegean boycott
..
The USF Jnterfraternity
Council (IFC) voted to boycott the Aegean, which in ·the
past has allocated two pages
to the campus' Greek fraternity, but has decreased the
page allotment to one.

. J im Crotty, IFC president,
'in a letter to Gail Kallins, editor of the Aegean, insisted
upon a compromise which
would enable them to-buy nvo
pages and include a posed
group picture.
Kallins' propo111l of allowing
the posed picture on one.page
, · proved unsuitable to IFC.
A second letter-to the Aege•
~ an contained the following, ,
;, " This decision seemed ·t o be
• very arbitary, and without
; much consideration for the
·· fraternity's viewpoint. Since·
~ this will be " our" yearbook,
, · we feel f.u rther consideration
• of this policy woul(l be in

: order."
It was decided at the IFC
~

Fred Horowitz of Lambda
Chi Alpha proposed that IFC
"canvass the entire campus
with flyers and the like to let
students know exactly what
we're doing."
A Gr eek yearbook was sug-

Helpline helped out
by ·new volunteers
An additional 20 persons
have concluded their specialized training and will help to
·r elieve the burden of the overworked Helpline volunteer
staff this week.

of problem from suicide to
general information.
_del\t aid group was earlier
plagued by an overwhelming
workload because of the
shortage of trained personnel
to m an the lines.

Helpline is USF's crisis intervention program designed
to aid students with any kind

The persons who finished
training last Sunday will more
than double the number of
helpers on the lines. Until last
week, only about 18 persons
were qualified to handle incoming crisis intervention
calls.

fOUNTAIN
ROOM
1371& FLORIDA AVt.
TEL. 93S•l9~6

The program now has approximately 38 volunteers involved, but needs more, acDr. Bernard Lax,
cording
faculty sponsor for Helpline.

STA~LEY J.
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and MAR.YA. FIJAL.
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} Pick the winners of the foHowing games and call the
scor~ of the tie-breaker. Submit to the Fraternity
~I House by Friday, and win a free
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STYLE
'I
I Alabama•••••• •• •••••• ••••••• LSU. •••••••• •••••• ., •••••• ••• I
I Auburn •••••• • •••••••••••••••• Mississippi St••~••••• , •••••• , • •
Kentucky ••••• • ••••••••••••••• Vgnderbilt •••••••••••• • •••••••
I· Mississippi •••••• ••••••••• ••••Tampa •••••••••••••••••••••••

,I

f

SNouth Carolina •••••••••••••••• TGtann euche8 ••• •••• , ••••• ••.....
OVY••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 1 e ••••••••••-•••••••••··
Miami .••• , ••••• , ••• ,.,, •••••• N.C. State (Friday) ..... • •• ,...

I
I
1 W.Virginia ••••••••••••••• : ••• Duke •••••••• ~.-; ••••••••••••••
I Baylor ••••••••••••••••••••••••Texas •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Stanford ••• ••• • • ••• ~ •••••••••• u~~A •••••• ~ t............ I

'I

t .

Georgia •, , •, .. , •., •. , • •

••

~~~ .~~~~~i~~ • •• • • • • • • •• •• • •• • •• • • ••

volunteers ;ire re. JF l\fO~E
,

cruited, it is possible that the
shift.s could be reduced from
six hours to three bouts; he
said. ·

Lax .said an introdttctory
meeting will be held for new
members Sunday, Nov. 14, at
3 p.m. in the Episcopal Center, and any persons interested in working for the Helpline could contact either him
in Faculty-Administration Of.
fices .171, or by calling Dr.
Margaret Fisher, ext. 2151
and arrangements would be
·
made.
...
In addition, Lax said an increased pumber of calls were
being rec~ived by H~lpline,
which keeps all c:uls totally
confidential.

GINNY ;ELIAS

A SPRING DREA.i'1

A candle and a spoon
A vision

Is it to be
Forever bitter winter?
Spring should have come
yesterday.
Fools wait fo1· the prope1·
time.
Is the proper time
always just too late?
I cannot understand it.
Homo sapiens,
Never is.
A spring dream,
Never is.
RICHARD SMITH
CHILDHOOD DREAMS
Grown into our thoughts
Of yesterday, we adults of sin.
The childhood games,
Are now ours to win.
Until someone tells us wliat
we're not.
" There's no Jesus in your
.
Heart and 60ul,
Your fortunes lack in tact.
The bleeding in your childhood dreams,
Is soon to break your back."
The children that we used to
be,
Is now drilled inside the
brain.
What once was laughter
'neath the sill,
ls now seeping wet with rain.

Tl{OUGHTS J!'ROM
The mighty man-made teeth
Disembowel the soil(s) of
bis beginnings.

.,

~

·:J

'----~--~----------~
Address •...•. ~-• .•.•..••.• Phone •. : .. : ...... . ..

......

·WeeGayt§,
nn the M(JScot of

DUTCH PANTRY.
I'1Je arranged
just for you

All YOU CAN EAT.

• •

Juesrlay Night Special

I _friclCIJ Night Special

fried Chicken

1- Fresh Ocean Perch

NQW

REG.

$149

$)69

I REG.
I $139
I

NOVI

$109

With Stuitat l.D.
wiih Sldtlll l.D.
With Southefli
In adilition you can look foxwarq to enjoying our own baked
bread. apple butter, and l)ickled i::abbiige,

• !lush Puppi~s. Frell~h Fries, and Cole Slaw.

APPLE FRlfflR SUNDAE
REG. $.55 with 1.D. $~40

·-Phone 626-9889

·56th and ff ills. Ave.

Bullelln Bo<1rd notices should be ' sent
direct '.to "l::lirector Stud~nt P ublica•
. l ions. LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later
than noon Thursday for publication the
fo!l?.Win!J.: Wedn~s~aY.

Official Notices ·· .
...

l

Catch the steel rim, diners
along the interstates·
"With their percolated
battery water
And Lucky-Strike
smoking cooks,
Hanging the, packs in
rolled shirt sleeves.
Gi-tls garbed in white
with mustard stains
·and one answers
to Rhoda
Lovely Rhoda knows
nothing of Eliot
But sings T mnmy
VI ynette from, her heart
She'll let you hold her
close in an affectionate
manner
And will listen to yow·
woes and you of hers,
If you pass through that
quarter cup town
enough.
Never a Venus, just a
peach tree lover
·who enfoys the exploits
of Hollywood's best
and never expects
more.
STEPHEN J. REILLY

!Ive Jan. 1, 1972.

Campus Date Book
Meeting times and places of organizations which ·meet regularly are posted
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards .
TODAY
,
Administrative Luncheon, noon, CTR
256
studetit Council for Exceptional Chll•
dren, 2 p.m.• CTR 255
UCPC Coner!, "Navy Steel Band," 2
p.m., The Mall
Tune In tonight, 6:30 p.m., to twowav
radio, "Access" on WUSF-FM, 89.7.
Phone 974-2215
Concert, " The Spurlows," 7:30 & 10
p.m., The Mall
THURSDAY
Student Adv isory Board Breakfast,
7:30 a.m, CTR 252
Library Education, 10 a.m., CTR 205
u niversltv Faculty Staff Luncheon,
noon, CTR 248 N
BIS Luncheon, noon, CTR 255
Library Education Luncheon, noon,
CTR 256
University Film Association, "The
Blow Up," 8 p.m., Engineering Audilo•
rium
FRIDAY
Chemistry Dept. Luncheon, 11 :30
a.m., CTR 248
UCPC Movie, "Endless Summer,"
7:30 & 10 p.m., FAH 101 Eth0$ Fashion Show, 8:30 p.m., CTR

. Computer Resel}rch Centu Non•Credlt
Seminars: Job- Control Language and
Error M1ssages and Debugging, SCA
204, Nov. 15, 17 19, 22, 26, 29, 3-5 p.m.
Nominations for University Senate:
Any person-wishing lo serve as a Senator may submit his or her name for
nomination, rio endorsement required.
Faculty no!llinations to be submitted to
Dean's office of each college. T. & R.,
not reporting to a dean, submit to Academic Affairs office, ADM 22. A & P
submit to Phyllis Ma rshall, CTR 156 A;
Career Service to Marian Ross, OPM
100; Patricia Oakes, UL! 223; and Pa•
tricia Cole, \ BUS 301. St. Petersburg
Campus submit nominations lo P rof.
C. E. Payne: Nominations close Fri.,
Nov. 5, 4 p.rn: ,.:
· IBM Pink Typewriter Ribbon Spools
needed to help in the development of
mathematical : concepts In elementary
school. Save yours and send to BUS
301.
Photography Contest: Applications
due in CTR ·159 by 5 p.m., Nov. 9.
Reception for contestants at 2 p.m.,
Nov. 15, CTR 1GB. Contest Exhibit -Nov.
15-Dec. 30, CTR 108, Mon.-Frl. lO ·to ·S.
248
Fall Frolics: Tickets now on sale a t
SATURDAY
UC Info Desk for weekend of Nov. 5-7.
Upward Bound Luncheon, noon, CTR
. "Goose .Creek Symphony" will give 248
FRE.E concert' in' GYM, Fri,. Nov. 5, 9
FIim .Association Movie, 7 p.m., CTR
.
252 '
p.m., replacing Jimmy Webb. Refun4s
for his concert will be from 9-4 Wed.,
UCPC Movie, "Endless Summer,"
7:30 & 10 p.m., FAH 101
Nov. 3, a t UC Info Desk. The UC Info
SUNDAY
Desk will now hand out 2-3 of the tree
UCPC Movie, "Enqless Summer,"
tickets with J.3 -being given at ·qoor on
7:30 & 10 p.m., FAH 101
night of con~ert•<
MONDAY
International• Gourmet Dinner spon•
sored by · lnternalional Students Service
International Opportunity Week, 9
Bureau of USF at Tims Memorial Pres•
a .m., CTR 251
Florida League for Nursing, 9 a.m.,
bylerian Church, Lutz. Proceeds go Into
emergency lo;in fund for foreign slu• CTR 252
.
International Opportunlly Week, 9
dents. Reservalio'ns deadline Nov. ,8,
CTR 156A or phone Ext. 2615.
a .m., CTR 255
TUESDAY
Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellow•
lnternalional Opportunity Wee_k , 9
ships: Any student who expects to complete PhD in HUM or SOC SCI within 4 . a .m., CTR 251 & 255
BIS Luncheon, 11 :30 r a .m., CTR 256
calendar years after beginning graduijle
International OPPOrtunity Week, 6:30
study may apply •prior to J an. 15, 1972.
Write to: Mrs. -~aaet A. Mitchell , Dir .,
·
p.m., CTR 248
Faculty ~Iring Qqartet, 7 p .m., FAH
Woodrow Wilson D,issertation Fello;,yship
Program, Box 6.42, Princeton, N.J . 101
08540.
J am Session, 8 p.m., EmptY !(eg
Postdoctoral Fellowships : Ava•ifable
for scientists and engineers in basic re•
search and advanced training at Federal . labs. !)eadline_Js J an. 15, 1972. For
TODAY, Nov. 3
additional inform ation contact Diy. of
'
Career Planning Conference for stu•
Sponsored Researcm, Ext. 2B97.
Staff 111wr11rice: Open enrollment cjur• dents interested in p lacement on COOR•
Ing Nov. & Dec. Contact Personnel, e rative Educa tion t raining and assignm ents d uring Quarter 2 and 3, 2p.m.,
Employee Benefits Section, FAO 11,
Ext. 2438 for s ign-up. Coverage effec- soc 127.

Co-Op ~d-,cation

represents hCJndicappe-'t;I
By JOE GUIDRY .
Oracle Slaff Writer

The Student Affairs Adviso•
ry Committee on special services and programs should
be one of the best informed
groups on the needs of handicapped students since all the
members of the committee
are handicappeq students.

JEFF GREEN
WASHINGTON, D.C. 8/71
Can new life take root ip
concrete?
-BEVERLY H. LAPINSKI
Monday, Nov. 8
Quarter II Class Schedule mailed to
training period students.
Student Co-op Council Meet111g, 2 p.m.
FAO lOON. All co-op studenls Invited to
attend. Council members will be visit•
Ing local high schools lo talk fo collegebound students about Cooperative Edu•
cation. Any co-op student who would
like to participate contact Burt Saunders, Chairman of the Councll or Mrs.
Lentz in the Co-op Office.
Friday, Nov. 12
Worksheets for Quarter 11 for students on a Quarter I training period
m ust be received In Co-op Office not
later than this date. However, any
worksheet received during t he week of
Nov. 15 will be processed. The earlier
your Worksheet Is received, however,
the better your chances tor getting tile
courses and sections YOU want.
Quarter II Worksheet and Co-op Reg.
lstration fee for students on a douDle
training period Qua rters I and II must
be recieved in Co-op Office not later
than this date.
Co-op Training opPOrtunitles for mafo rs · In all colleges are listed in the
Co-op Oflice. Inquire in FAO 126 or
Exf. 2171.

the dorms.
Friderici said such informa·
tin is valuable because most
handicapped students know
· only if a college is li~ted as
accessible by HEW when they
piake their applications.

facilities and ramps, will .be
used at USF and the committee will draw up guidelines:on
where the symbols should~.be
placed.

SHE ALSO said. the committee will discuss one of.. the
most common complaint~~of
wheelchair students _ - that
cars park in front of the
ramps. Students who wi~f! :to
:i;nake complaints or suggestions to the committee sheuld
contact either Louise Friderici, USF 194 ext. 6251, or Linda
ErickS.On &t the Stt!d.ent M·
fairs Office.

Erickson said the committee wm also discuss USF 's
shortcomings in its facilities
for the handicapped, and will
Linda Erickson, assistant to look into compllaints about
the vice president for Student . the slippery \VideWalks clDd
Affairs and responsible for hard-to•see door number's.
services for the -handicapped,
F riderici said the internasaid since the committee's tional wheelchair. symbQI,
purpose was to find out the whi<:h identifies, handicapped
problems of the handicapped,
CARRY. OUT
she felt the members should
be made up of students who
are affected by th~ committee.
CHICKE_N .
SEAFOOD

.EAT I~ .;, ·

..
- .MICHAEL'S ·_,,·/
...
'.

SHE SAID the various kinds
of handicaps, from visual to
mobility handicaps, a re represented on the committee. ·
Louise Fr iderici is chairman.
The committee had its first
meeting two weeks ago and
will continue to meet throughout the year to discuss- ~ eqs
and make recommen!tatl()ns
to Erickson about the problems of handicapped students.
Erickson said, one of the
first tasks the committee has
is tQ recommend to Physical
P lant the best places to put
up new r amps and electrical
doors.

SHE ALSO said one of the
ON MORTALITY
1primary goals of the commitIf I sboul!) live forever
' tee is to collect informa tion
(Which I doubt very much) about USF that would concern
I'd probably get so - handicapped students and
bored
make it available to prospec-..
I'd think of suicide and tive students. The information
such.
would include a m ap of the
But living really a in't too bad. ramps, listing of the bathrooms with facilities for the
This I've found js true.
You really ought to try it handicapped and facts about
some time
If ·you've nothing else to do.

DAVID PERKINS

J.·_Nam• ~·.··
.. . -..,. •·- •·•.··•···••.•······ · · ·• I
. ·~ •:r~ .~•·•••
J

TO RHODA WITH WVE

Of bitter winter.

THE STUDENT~RUN, stu-

·111, ,.,,,,
1WA

Active .USF committee

gested and a committee was
designated to research printing cost.s.
It was unanimously decided
for each fraternity to ask for
refunds on the_ir pages befor e
the deadline of Nov. 8.
The world is
Sororities expressed their ·
distorted
support of the Aeg~an and
by a raindrop.
will purchase their pages in
the yearbook as usual.
Wonder if it works
the same
for a tear?

meeting of · Nov. 1, to "boycott, not buy pages, and not
buy the Aegean."

Whole Earth Catalog

STEAL THIS BOOK
MONDAY NIGHT
CLASS
WHAT TO DO TIL~ THE
MESSIAH COMES. BE
HERE NOW.

9308 N. FLA. AVE. ,

'
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.

.

. . ,._ ·'

. '\" . '

,SA~DWI.CH~$;: ·.
· . :\ ,PH. 935-0005. .
C .· ·

SEAfOQD .DINNERS
Oinnl!rs il)cf_ude French Fries, Hush P_uppies, Cole Slaw, Tartar ~
_
.
.
Souce and Roll

OYSTERS ½ Doz• • .-••••••.•••••.•.•.......... 1.50 :
OYSTERS One Doz.••• . •• ••••.••.•..•• . ..•.••• 2.25 :
SHRIMP ½ _Doz ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ••• 1.45 :·
SHRIMP One Doz:• ••••••••••••••••••••• •• .••• 2.15 1.45
SCA~LOPS 1/2 Doz:, ~•!!'~·~·····•-P-••t ..

!••····

SCALLO;S -One Doz:•••••••••••• ; ••• •••••. ••• •• 2.15
MULLET GOLDEN FRIED •• ; • •• •••••••• ; •••••• , • 1.25

SEA BASS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• •• ••• 1.50
SNAPPER FINGERS ••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• • ,. 1.50 .
FROG LEGS; two pa·ir .•.......... • ..... ..... . 1.95
.

.·
All Beef Real-Burger·- 19c or 6/$1.00
.
.
~

'

-

'.

:·
'•

'·

SLICK-CHICK
1st Anniversary

Sale!

°~

Pants •••••••• , •4

300
Dresses •••••••• 7°0 .

Tops

• • t • • • ' • • •

-

Hot pant sets •••• .5oo
10% off yellow tags.

ZAP COMIX.
Teachings of Don
. Juan
FOWLER AVE.
BOOKSTORE
5710 E. FOWLER

~egister now for $25.~0 G~ift Certificate at

10024 N. 30th St.
Ph. 971-2494

Career Planning
And Placement
The following organiza tions Will be in•
t erviewlng on campus. Check with Ca•
reer Planning and P lacement, UL I 518,
ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for tape-recorded
schedule) for interview locations, to
schedule appointments or tor further information.
NOVEMBER 15
Buckeye Cellulose Corp., B.S., M.S.
Energy ·c on .• Mech. Des., Eng., Chem.,
lnqus. Sys!., BET ma jors.
Federal Employment Outlook Pro•
gram, lnf0-9iving Interviews only. V.A.,
FAH, Soc. Sec., Nat. Ocean. & Almos.
Adm., Air Force, Fd. & Drug Adm.,
Civil Serv.
·NOVEMBER 1'
U.S. Coast Guard, All students.
U.S. Arn,y Material Command, s.s.,
Electronic-Elec. & Mech. Eng. ma jors.
Zayrf! Corporation, B.A., Bus. & Lib.
Arts majors.
Northwestern Mutual life. B.A,, All
·
ma jors:
Ameriqn Enka C9rpor.itlon, B.S.,
M.S., E.C., E.E. Chem. Eng., Chem &
Phys. majors.
State Farm Insura nce (:o., B.A., Bus.
Adm. & •Lib. Arts majors.
Leventhol, Krekstein, Horwath & Hor•
wath, B.A., M.A. , Acctg. majors.
NOVEMBER 17
Dept. of Navy-Office of Civilian Man•
power Mang., B.S., M.S., Eng. (!,. ~.,
E.C., BET, SMF, SYSTJ mafors.
Peat, Marwick . & ~ilthell, B.A.,
M.A., Acclg. majors.
Deering - Millik~n, B.S., M.S., Indus.
Mng, Indus. 'Eng:, Chem. & Chem.
·
Eng. majors.
EDUCATION
NOVEMB ER 17
Thunderbird Graduate School of Inter•
national Management, B.S., B.A. All
•·
, .
majors.

BLA·cx AKGUS
3825 S. Dale Mabry
2304 E. BUSCH BLVD.

12-01. Boneless N•.Y. Strip •••••.•

$2 99

DINNER INCLUDES:

COME:ffi" OR CALL FOR Youn·
APPOINTMENT

·steaming baked potato !)r french fries; fr~sh, crisp tossecf'solacl with•
i!iock Ang1,1s dreuing, or cola slgw, or apple sauce; dalicious hot garlic:
frencb bread.

SPECIAL
LUNCHEON
MENU FROM
11:00 A.M.

OPEN FROM '11 ~ ,M.

* Fish* Shrimp~ Chii::ken Dinner.; •••••••• From

$).79

,I

-t U.S.D.A. CHOICE LUNCHEON STEAK serv.ed with

Crisp Garli~ B~ead, Cr~amy Coie Sl~w ~ Deli~ious
Hom, Fried Potatoes Served 11 A.M,•3 P.M• ••• , •

(Except Sunday)

*

Barhoqnd lounge
. Biggest Dri.nks in Town .............. ~ •••
Also Draft Be~r

From $.89

Save yourself a lot of trouble. Eat at McDonald's.,
·920 E·a st Fowler Avenue

..
I

Faculty commentary

4-THE-U. of South Florida,
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t Tiie Oracle is writt.e n and edited by students. at ;tli·e University of South Florida. Editorial views therein
a1'~ not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University ad11iinistratio11.
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Protests should continue·

~

"',f

: £The ..visitation . rally held last
T]iursday night was another in
wllat we hope will be a continuing
series of protests against the
mJr,conception that the. Board of
R~gents should arbitrarily' regulate a students' life outside of the
cl~ssroom .. ; Editorials, petitions, letters,
and- personal appearances have
bep~~.unable to persuade ,the Regepts to change the unrealistic visitc!'tion policy. The only way left for ·
the students to show their disap- ·
pii>val is through actions like those
dep-ionstrated last week .
C

Civil disobedience has been
used throughout history in many
different situations to protest unjust regulations. It has proven to
be an effective method, but the
only way foi' it to work is for ihe
students to present a united front
. of action: Conflict from within will
only hinder efforts to change the
visitation,policy.
We are hopeful the administration's disciplinary action against
those who violate the visitation policy will continue to be light. A let.ter of ieprimand is probably the

least the administration could.have
done short of ignoring the violations entirely.
By using a method that is little
more than a slap on the wrist, the
administration can give its tacit
approval to the · protests while
technically enforcing the Regent's
policy.
President Mackey has verbally
supported a more liberal visitation
policy while the Regents were
mulling over changes. Now he'll
have a chance to show that support
through the disciplinary action
used against violators.

lit/er/ey, Sails (et al) again
By S. A. ZYI.BTRA

could,. which isn 't very -tall ·seeing that
he was a dwarf, and said, "You have the
wrong ideas about the changes and substitutions we've made. Snow-white must
have dwarfs she can trust at the top to
do the right job. If she couldn't trust me
or Howbad or Sails, if she couldn't con;
·
·
fide in us ... "
"Wait a minute,'' interrupted the Owl,
"what is there to confide? Do you have
secrets?"

Assistant Professor of Humanities

asked the rabbit.
"No, I'm a uniformed dwarf,'' said
Live'rley, "and this ·brings me to your
questio•n about our ·clothes. You see, the
changes made· are of _the ·kind you find in
all large industries and military institution~. So what's so funny about \Veai·ing
uniforms ?"
The fox asked; "Would you say then
that Snow~white is kind of a general?"
"Let me say this about that . . ."
But the sparrow interrupted: "I've
heard that phrase before."
·
"Well,'' said Liverley, "! ·have it from
Snow-white and she tells us that that's
the language the prince from Camelot
uses. But yes, you might say 'general.'
You can't keep the cottage neat if yoil
. animals take over. And we dwarfs are of
_one mi_nd with the general, uh, I mean,
Snow-l'(hite."
'
At this time the dwarf Sails came by .
He walked on without stopping. He had a
dictionary in his hand and; flipping
through it, was mumbling:
" Cottage, cottage, we have to tell
them what a cottage is."
.
This provided Li,verley with an opportunity to leave and wjth a quick "farewell" he walked back to the security of
Snow-white's cottage .

Another fragment from the Snow-white
manuscript.
(Three weeks ago this newspaper; ,published my translation of what seems to .
be the original Snow-white story. Since it
had a beginning, a middle, and an end, I
was .surprised to find fragments of manuscripts that seem to make up chapters
that could well belong somewhere in the
original. The following story comes from
such a fragment.)
"Oh, no, no,' l answered Liverley, "no
One day, .Liverley, . one of Snowsecrets, just confidences, so we can keep
white's dwarfs, took a walk in the forest
the cottage in order! You see, we play
to .try out his new .uniform. He came ,.' games: Snow-white has given us little
upon a gathering of the animals of the . portfph~s al)d ~ens. So~e of our work by
forest. The minute they saw Liverley, ·., nature 1s carried out m our cottage bethey began· to ask him questions con- ,. hind closed doors. She'll recite a beauticerning the new residents of the cottage. . . ful poem ang we all write it d_own."
_ . "L~t_'s hear one,' ' demanded the duck.
"Who's the gir( tlie one with the pretty lock of hair?" asked the bear.
,i'uid L1ver~ey sung:
"That's Snow-white,'' said the dwarf
Muh htiw nwod
and ,added, "isn't she the most adorable
Reed htiw nwod
maiden in the world!"
... Ytlucaf rof eciov on
"Sure, sure,' ' said the wolf, "but why
Revoc a .era seettimmoc.
"That's very pretty,'' exclaimed the
did she throw out the dwarfs that used to
li ve here? And why are you wearing -ass,_"but what does it mean?"
those funny clothes?".
i'That's a confidence," answered the
Somewhat indignant, but proud nonedwarf. _
..,. "Are you then a confidence dwarf? "
theless, Liverley stood as tall as he

.•
•
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·Poor .vOter regist,ation
turnout
-'\hampers· further SG efforts
.
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~ ~After a great deal -of effort and
pl~nning by SG to provide a way
fot every eligible s!udenl at USF to

.
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It's the r~ght time

By RICKJ\flTZ
EDITOR'S NOTE: The syndicated column "It's the Right
• Time" by Rick Mitz will be appearing regularly in The Oracle.
JOB WANTED: Teaching at college level (Eng. Lit) Or- light
pointing.
cleaning (no windows, floors). Available immediately. ,·ConSurely there · are - more than
tact Dr. Leonard Brill, 646 Douglass, San Francisco •. 94114
eight students over 18 who are not
SAN FRANCISCO - With a sigli of liberated relief, he
registered, many without their own
- dropped out. He hung up his suit coat with patches, his, pipe
with matches, and donned beads, beard, embroidered denims
transportation. Why these students
and a · bowling shirt he got at this auction. He moved into a
didn't show up is a mystery.
tiny apartment, built bean bag chairs and shelves on which to
Supervisor of Electi0115 James
hang hfs Huxleys and Hemingways. He became a ·vegetarian,
did Yoga _on.cus_hions when the sun rose, studied macrobiotics
Sebesta made plans to handle the
on cushions when it set. And, like instant Karma, "the star beanticipated influx- · of registrants
ca_me ;:i. chorus boy and that was that - the beginning of- a
from ,USF, but they weren't need·
beautiful
self-indulgent life.
ed. The showing certainly didn't
That
was over a -year ago, when the well-read, well-bred
brighten ' p:r:ospects fqr a perma· Brooklyn-boy-turned-English-teacher (American and English
nent, on-camp~s voter registration • Literatµre, l£µmanities, et al), d-ropped out to drop in to him,
office or establi:shmelit of a sepaself.
··
rate precin~t <).t , USF. We didn't
-Now, he says, moaning one ofthose academ ic moans, "I
show we needed or wanted them
. want to drop back in ,again. I'd like t o find a job teaching
when we had the chance.
somewhere. I miss students. But it's hard to drop in ... the
economiJ situation is so .. ·. and nobody's hiring, and ..."
Granted, the bus was ·only a
And h~is ·voice trails off to the West Coast where he lives
second-best alternative, but it was
, and he · meekly looks· down at his ragged t-sh ir t wishing,
c9nvenient for the student,s to use.
maybe ?, i .were a little tweedier. You know: with those terribly academic ·p atches ·s_o -.he shouldn't wear his elbows out ·
.
'
It's not too ,. late to -I;,e~ist~r . tp-~ - ,w hil¢. leilnihg;J 11:9'af 11od,ium ....-~
.
•~
. _ • _.
vote - only a little more"'irlconven,
- Witlfmemori'es of,three years at the University .of Minneient and you, only have- yoursel(to
sota; twoiyea'rs at> Macalester College in St. Paul, " that awful
blame. ·
•·
; · - ·
year ",vritirig-a -disser tation back in '67," and those two , last
years 11,t Stanislaus· College in Turlock, Calif., Leonard Brill,
be the presidential
There
aging in at 35,: is the drop-out professor.
'
primary next -March followed by · · It's happening all over 'the country. And Brill (please call
the general elections next Novem· him Dr. Brill) is only one of many victims of a bad academic
ber. You may not think your one
. job .niarkct. l\foney is- tight; conti:_acts aren't being renewed.
vote will change the world but
Profs take off to discover the Better Life. And even at your
own campns, look aronnd you: you just might notice tha.t
you'll never lmow until it's too
late.
·
Professor .::.. ob-what-WAS-his-na.me? - isn't there anymore.
And he hasn't" left to a.ccept a, Better Position at some eiega.nt
If you don't. register and vote,
Eastern school. He just might be living in the hovel d_own ~e
block. .
,
you deserve whatever you get. ·

wm ·

Will ·this -· be -you?
·.,_;;.-'~'

•'

'

'

,

..

;

Gelti:ng :to know .you
By ROBERT BOYLE ,

'

(NOTE TO READER: USF, like any other large mental institution , faces the problem of impersonality. Noboqy doesn't '
know nobody. This makes it extremely difficult to' establish
contact with the particular sex in which your interest lies"
The following form has been designed to help alleviate this
problem. Cut it out and hand it to the first person you are attracted to. They will undoubtedly be thrilled and l_oye you for
it.)
.
. .
.

"

STANDARD GET-ACQUAINTED FOR_M (For people too
·
busy to talk)
,,
1. High? My Name Is - -- ------ ---- -- -"~ ~--- _'___ _____ __ ____
2. What Is Y<iui" Name? -- - ----- --- -- --------, --- ---- - -- -- --(If an initial rejection is desired, indicate on line above.)
3. What Is Your Present Primary Interest l?r ,_Hobbi~s?.

:'

t .,.

4. What, If Any, Are Your Goals In Life? __________ ____ __ __

5. Are You Presently: Married? Engaged? Seriously Dating
One Person? Seriously Dating More Than One Person?
Dating One Person, But Hate Them? Getting Picked-UP ?
Available? (Circle at least one)
6. What Nights Are You Free? ___ ____ ______ _· ______ ______
7. What Nights Are You Not Free? ___________ ___ __ _____ ____ _

' I''

8. Your Reaction To The Person Who Handed· You This
Form Could Be Best Described As: · Very'· Interested.
Somewhat Interested. Curious. Not Very Interested. Defin~tely Not Interested. I Wish They Would L~al(!:! Me Alone.
Disgusted. They Make Me Throw-Up. 0th.et -··- - --- -- -- -- ·
(NOTE TO GIVER: The general cut-off pil'mt for discontinuance is after the third response. Howe\i.ef;: d~pending
upon the status of your ego, you may be willing' to continue with a more disappointing response.)
9. Can We Get It Together Soon? Yes. No. Other. (Circle one)
10. If Yes, ,What Is The Earliest Possible Time And Date
And
11. Where Do You Want To Go? ____ _________ _ ___ _______ · ___
12. Who Is Going To Pay For All This? ____ _____ _____ ___ ____
13. Your Home Address And Telephone Number Is· __ ______ __ _
Thanks For Your Cooperation.

1

f·

;

(GIVER: Use Name You Wish To Be Called, If This
P erson.J;v_er Talks To You igain.)

.

Letters

..
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. ut the · bthe.r

.

From .tweeds to .beads~

•

register to vote, only eight took advantage of the free bus to do so.
_It's embarrassing and disap-

.,

Mallory comments on
Editor: ·
On Nov. 6 there will be peaceful, legal ·
mass marches in seventeen regional cen- ·
ters around the country to tell President
Nixon that we want out of Southeast Asia
now. In Tampa, the march will begin at
the Tampa P ublic Library and go to the
Hillsbon~ugh County Courthouse for a ·
_. rally wiip .nationally known speakers.

80 per cent of the American people
Qpp9·se the war, and a recent Gallup poll
showed that the public opposes leaving a
residual force in Vietnam by a margin of
over 2 to 1. Yet Nixon -has said that the
US will .stay in Vietnam as long as is
necessacy t o support the Thieu regime.
Military officials . in Saigon estimated
last week that the US would leave at
least 50,000 ·.m en in Vietnam for the next
Hi · years. And meanwhile, the war
against the Vietnamese has deepened.
Right at this moment, Vietnam is under~oing the heaviest saturation bombing of
the entire war. One GI just back tro·m
Vietnam described the scene very simply_: " It looks like the world caught
small pox and died."
Nixon )1as iss.ued a challenge to the
antiwar movement. Will we only oppose
the war '\V!len. it's convenient? Will we
tolerate a "lpw" casualty rate of 30
· . 4r_neri_c ans and 500 Vietnamese a week?
Will we allow Vietnam to be torn apart
piece by piece as long as the news is re. legated to the 20th page of the paper? Or
will we keep the pressure up? Will we
march on Nov. 6 ·and as many times
after as necessary to tell the government: "Mr. Nixon, we will not forget."
We hope that the students at USF will
join us on Nov. 6 to make sure our message comes across loud and clear. We
\vant no more secret peace plans, no
more "tolerable" casualties, no mote

· ·Leonard Brill is livihg in ·tne hovel down the block.·· "I -was disillusioned," he said in a recent interview. "I was· disil·
lusion'e d with the fact that decisions on education aren 't
made by the students and faculty. The peoplt{who are closest
to education don 't have any say about it. - . .
,_
" And,'' he said, "I wanted a year - a very private year
:- for, myself. I -thought it might be a gllOd time to get away
from:teaching and get perspective on myself and spend some
time alone with mys~lf. At first, I felt quite elated and liberated and free ..."
And now? "Now, I'm ready to go back to teaching be- ·
cause I feel that teaching is the most useful thing I can do. I
miss students: I' tnink that students at college age are the
mosMnteresting. Their,sense of -their own po_tential is great- .'
est at that point.' It's that unfilled sense of usefull)~ss that's ;
the strongest goal I feel in wanting to return to teaching.'' ,
But can a nice Jewish boy, well-studied in the finer
things, leave the academic· community, join the other World,
and find real happiness?
"I get up ·at 5 a.m. everyday," Brill said. "Then I go
over tci the Zen Center and sit in the lotus position for 45 minutes. I work frcim 7 ·a .m. 'ti! 2 p.m. as· a proofreader. It's no
more hack work than reading student themes, except -" he -'
said rather sadly, "~xcept there aren:t any students." .
'

Bid after gomg from tweeds t.o beads, . Leonard Brill
' hasn't ·been" tuiniied. He· wants io go back· to sci100I: And he
- the, dl'.llp-.Qut .Pl'.l!f~Sl!I'. L is like .the _drop,1ut .s~cJent. Both '
tire of the educational system and affect a deliberate liberation ~ -o~n becomes dishabilit.a.!jon. For BriU, that forced ',

1rf!~oji( :11~~ tedip51/ •i'ffil"'~emic"iilfemp.kiyment'r,stiil- !
ca e:'iuienjoym.~nt. ;· ,,'-"' ' ; • •
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ut some_good has come .out.of .his self-impo_sed. Sab)Jatical. "I have explored an education I have never explored,"
he Jijid. "I was always very tied to language - a headconsciousness that was bred in graduate school. And I wanted
to exp!ore new languages. Vegetarian cooking, Yoga, Zen, the
guitar ., they~ve -all ,become rtew languages. But when '-the '·'
school ear was ,over' last June,'' he said, "I realized that L ·
had spe ~ a year not being in a classroom."
_ .
Leonard Brill - Dr. Leonard Brill - is looking for a job: .
.He •can te'a.ch English lit, humanities, and some other subjects,
top. And he. can do light cleaning (no windows or floors). Contact him.
-

Staff commentary

''.l

-march

·empty promises. We want out of Vietnam, and we want out now.

By TERRY VICK

·Ca'mp· ,·LJSF
in any' infirmary, _be-it campus or camp,

is salt water -to gargle with and little
A qukk look at Webster'~ Dictionary
green. pills to take every four hours ,
·sh,ows that campus is derived· from, the
Of course there are some minute· dif.
same word as camp. Th·e Latin word, t• _ f.erence_s tietween cainps and campqse,s.
' Ffrsf" is ·that the . freshman men·· are
" campus,'' means "a field ."
Since· I got here two months ago I
across the mall instead of across the
IJave
come
to
the
conclusion
that
college
lake from the freshman women. Second•
Editor:
campri.ses
are
very
much
like
the
sum·
1y,
you are known as a number instead·
There were some very good points ·
mer camps you went to for · two weeks. ,of a name, but that is because of the
made at last Thursday's visitation dem-size, I suppose. Third, the pressure at a
The similarity first hit me when I reonstration, not the least of which being
ceived·
an
impersonal
letter
telling
me
s_µmmer camp is less than at college
that head-knocking confrontation is not
(camp)uses. There -are seldom tests- or
necessary in order to emphasize a point · what to bring and .what not to bring and
a few facts about the area. when I are~ ms at camps.
.
.
successfully.
rived here-there were people with trunks
~After- thinking it over I have found
SG Representative Bill Davis, _who
that it is easy_ to understand how the
and suitcases of all sizes and shapes,
prefers the tempertantrum devices of
wor;ds camp and campus come from the
also paste-board boxes and paper bags
small children t(? th~ more intelligent
filled with remembrances of home.
same Latin word. Of course these are
pursuits of · political persuasion, applied
I noticed also that the dorms were
just a few of the many examples I could
his .usual rhetoric cif . dribble in an atnamed different names such as Gamma,
use but it is almost .time for my next
tempt to reshape the demonstration into
EP,~ilori, and Beta. In one camp I went to
schedpled activity so I must close.
something a little more, weU, dramatic.
the cabins were named Yogi Bear, Bo
Another SG Representative, Mark
Bo and Smokey. Everyone was assigned ·
,
Adams, who is given more to the theory
to different dorms depending on their · _! ll;W~ffi!@?!,.,.~fil@t',ie"fuH'1't>l1ll'il.W!ElliID~
of political influencing than badmouth
ages and classes. The dorms are also
antagonism, worked hard as one ·of the
lj.ke the bunk houses you find in some
demonstration coordinators to promote
¢amps, _with the community baths.
the idea that the point could be · made
' Going along with everyone else I
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD_1967, 1969
without adopting the kind of contrived
found the assigned place where I ,wa~
ACP ALL-Al\lERICAN SINCE 1967
exhibitionism subscribed to by Mr.
going to spend the next nine months and
Davis.
Published weekly on Wednesdays during the acastarted moving in. On the hall the first demic
year by the University of South Florida, ~202
Mr. Adams' idea provided the point to • person you met was the RA or counselor Fowler Avr!!. , Tampa, Fli. 33620. Second clin post1g1
be made at the least cost to the students :of the hall who helped you get settled paid at Tampa, Fla.
CIRCULATION RATES
involved. And cost, as Mr. Davis should
and gave you a few hints on college Single Copy (non-st
ude nts) __ ____ _____ ___ ______ 10 cl?nts
be, but apparently is not interested in, is
Mail
Subscription,
Sl.50 for Quarters I, II and -Ill,
(camp)us life.
$LOO for Quarter IV; $5.00 per year.
a vital factor in the worth of an enterThe cafeteria reminds me very much
Office of Studeril Pub lications, the director: LAN
phone 974-2617. Ne·wsroom, LAN .A69, pho nes
prise, especially the kind which involves
of a mess hall. The atmosphere is ridicu- 472,
974-2S..2 and 974 -2619. Advert ising, LAN 472. phones
974•2620
and 974-2560.
the welfare of students ' education.
,•lous, not to mention the food. You eat
Deadli nes: Advertis ing, Wednesday noon for In•
The fact that the demonstra tors. chose
canned goods cooked over an open fire sert ion t he followi ng· Wednesday, Requests for news
coverage, Wednesday for publication the following
to accept Mr. Adams' idea rathe~ · than
at both places.
Wednesday. Gl;l:neral news, noon Friday for Wednesday
io~. Classijfied ads will be taken 8 a.m.
Mr. Davis' is a refreshing indication that
To keep_away boredom and homesick- • to 5 publicat
p.m., Monday t~rough Friday. in person or -by
the majority of students att USF don't
ness at camp they have a list of pla.nned mail with payment enclosed. Classified ad deadline is
noon Friday for Wednesday publication .
buy the perverted doctrine that in order
activities for you to attend. During the Editor
-------- ----- - ------- - - Mary Ellen Moore
to make a _point one must provoke one's
day there are arts and crafts, swimming _Managing Ed itor , ----·----------- Laure l Teverbaugh
itorial
Editor
----------- -- ----- -- ---- Beth
Eliot Serata
Safer
News
Edilor
__________________
adversary into drawing blood.
and free hour. You can also join differ- Ed
Makeup Editor ______ ___ ______ _____ Paul Wilborn
Hopefully those kinds of ideas provided
ent recreational groups that you are in- Copy ·Ed itor ___________ ____________ Vicki Smithson
Ed itor _____ _______________ ___ Norman Googel
by Bill Davis will wither ·in the sunlight
terested in to ketlp your mind occupied. Sports
Activities Editor ____ ________________ wart Stelgleman
of last Thursday's success.
Of course you have to register for--.these Photographer ----- --------- -"------ Steve Sodikoff
Advertising Manager ___ ___________ : _______ Bill Kopf
Hopefully, those kinds of ideas providwhich is done in an orderly and_chaotic Business Manager _______ ___ _______ Bill Wisn iewski
ed by Mark Adams will be heard more
Advisor ---------------------- Prof. Leo Stalnaker Jr.
fashion. Does this sound familiar?
often in the future.
Another thing I cannot leave out is
.
.
LEE l\lELSEK, 400~15 I l. the infirmary. The favorite prescription ~ ~l!\~
oracle staff wrner

Til\fl\lALLORY
Student l\fobilization -Committee
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'Good points' at rally
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8E'IH "rRfATBD 1-IKE SECOND CLASS ClTl%EHS, BE5SYY
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By MARK ADAMS

Editor's Note: Adams is
member, of the SG Visitau
Committee. ·
Student power at its i;t
was translated from tht'Y
into practice• at Thursa's
visitation rally. The colletve
determlnation, temperet by
sound judgment of the srstu. dents present, resultecJ:n a
threefold success.
First, they were pceful.
· The purpose was -pr~t but
goodwill, not ·hostility,;a.s the
order of the day. '.J' rally
was characterized , by a
frien~y atmospher, a free
exchange of ideasfollowed
by orderly, effecn/ activity
in the form of a mj;ive technical violation. 10' visitation
policy. The stnde)I sang and
stomped and /eered , enthusiastically. Y, they were
courteous tow31 the speakers, the pre~s, 1i administr~
tion officials, 8) on~ another.
Their ,>rotest is directed at
an unreasona( ' '1Dfair, and

DOCTORS DISCOVER NEW PILL fOR TREATMENT OF ACNE
This report deals with a new form of sulfur. Sulfur is probably the
safest medicine known to man. M.· Hannon found particles of
theionized or activated sulfur taken by mouth a re so 1ine and
t iny_they can be absorbed rapidly from the intestine, Dr. Hannon.
feels: theionized sulfur's e ffectiveness occurs because it reacts
tnore rapidly to influeni:e · a ll or,;ians including lungs, circulation,
kidneys and ·above all t he skin. This reaction takes place because
iheionized sulfur not only is rapidly concent rated in the blood but
'this high blood sulfide level is carried to the skin to produce high
concentrations at the site where the acne begins. This is: the rea•
son theionized sulfur is so effective in pustuar acne of the teen•
ager. Dr. L D. Bulkley co,;ifirmed Dr. Hannon's findings. He
'treated sixty-nine acne patients wit!1 theionized ·sulfur analogue,
He found theionized sulfur analogue effective for acne When used
alone or combined with other measures. The drug was roost ef•
tective for teenage acne whether pustular or cystic.
'AVAILABLE without a prescription • •• AKNE-!(APS only ~T.69
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-~1 WOULDN'lflANT
THE YOUN[ANO
UNINHIBIT! TO
MISS THlflCTURE.

IT'S roci"ILD,"
:aid Tht~WYo,x Potf.

·,

STARTS F·RDAY

unjust policy, not at the personalities responsible for that
policy.
Then, they were reasonable.
They listened to Bill Davis
who told , them to ignore the
carefully prepared plan for effective protest (and their better judgment) and to return to
the days of adolescence with a
childish, self-destructive freefor-all. They listened to Pres.
Jeff Smith, who told them to
follow their 56 ot{icers in a
peaceful, purposeful protest,
and they listened to Vice President George Adriaansen, who tol~ them to make
their own decision.
They did. With few exceptions, lhe students chose effective group activity over futile mob rule. Why? Perhaps
because of an underlying distaste for the power politics.of
anarchy. Perhaps bec,ause.
th~y sensed in Bill Davis' remarks a callous lack of concern for the consequences
they would face for playing

The plaiJI violation of visitation enorsed by Student
Governme last Thursday accomplish~very little because
SG· sold1\Jt and only went
1
half way;
The~ w~s brave enough
to deff the Administration
and baf up students with its
somewlt questionable power.
But uviolating the rules in
only ,Jie men's freshmen
dorm: Alpha, SG lost its
chan' to serve the students it
repr#!nts.
'
small group of students
wa.1ble to see the need for
leafship and rise to it by escoing dissent~s through
Gatria.
it many students who
w/ted to participate in this
~kmctioned · action w er e
aaid to because of SG reprentatives threatening ''The
~s are coming and they're
_1tririg to bust you if you go
Ip\"
.
1he students didn't get a
cbapce to do what they really
wanted. This was apparent
whep several SG speakers
were shouted down for abhorring any unplanned action.
Bill Davis, SG representative, saved the day. He, alone
expre~d .his views in a
quiet, coherent -~d mature
manner. He urged action that .
would make the Regents take
notice. t He realized the SG
· plan w®ld be fruitless, but he ·
also knew tlie majority of the
students , would follow SG
Pres. Jeff Smith in perfunctorily violating visitation.
The Regents deliberated for
1 se'(eral months bef-0re they
came up with their present
policies. There were protests
a nd demonstrations by students all over the state, out
they didn't-make the Regents
change their minds. - Another
nondescript rally at USF and
SG-approved viola'tion isn't
going to cqange them either.
What will bring about a
change is violation every day.
If every student igIJored visitation restrttions the admin- '
istration wciuld be forced to
act. It is cbubtful that 2800
students woilld be suspended,
but it is pos.<i.ble that USF officials would1talso ignore visi:
tation or coerce the Regents
.into making f policy change.
The Regen~ must be made

to see that college students
are matur~ enough to control
their social lives themselves
and (that they) will not stand
for petty rules and (state officials acting) " in loco parentis/ '

..

Here~s What's Up At

his game. Or perhaps, it was
just a matter of telling Peter
Pan that the other children
had grown up and had no desire to return to "NeverNever Land."
They decided in favor of the
Student Government's plan
because they knew it was the
very one which they, the students themselves, had constructed over the previous
week in dozens of meetings
and conversations with the
SG's Visitation Committee.
Whatever their motives, the
studenfs wisely decided in
favor of reason-over riot.
Finally, they were heard.
Their activities were reported
in newspapers, and . on railio
and tele,1ision stations in this
city and around the state. As
"massive," "orderly," ·and
"peace'f11I." They were heard
by the public, by the Board of
Regents, by the state legisla~
ture, and · by the Governor,
who has agreed to meet with
Jeff Smith to discuss our
proble~.
Thus, we have maqe a good
beginning and we will continue on this, our best course.
We will continue to be
peaceful.
We will continue to be reasonable.
.
And we will continue to be
heard.

'

MiBackYClrd
6902 N. 40th St.

Monday • Thursday ••••••••• 2 p.m. • 6 p.m•••••••••• lSc Draft
Tuesday (Ro-ck & Roll) • ~ ••••• 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. ~ • • • • 2 for 1 Draft ;
Wednesday •••• "Boy Meets Girl" •••• 9 'til ? •••• Pitchers $1.00
Thursday •••••• F & S Night? •••••• 9 'til 1
Fri. & Sat._••••••••••••••• ; •••••••••••••••• Mini Folk ~est.

.

Every Other Sunday • •• An Outside ~rbecue
'

''BRAT-ROO.M'' Serves Food from 11 a.m. • Midnite

MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS

AS

11615 Florida Ave. at fowler

Pli. 935-8168

•

I

Or

KAMASULTRA

The CaJ)tives

•

.

** *

,I.
By VId Sl\IlTBSON

AVAILABLE AT BETTER DRUG COUNTERS

Continuous from 12 Noon
LATE SHOW.FRI. & SAT.
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CommenClries differ on
success c,f vijsit(Jtion rally
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TONIGHT THRO SATURDAY
1ST OUTDOOR SHOWING
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·· Visit The Waffle Hous_e Nearest You Often·
Bring The Family

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY·
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BURGER

KING
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m ·o RRISOn'S.
CAFETffilA .....beyond comparison!
.1

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Minutes From Campus
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30t'-at Fletcher -
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SAUTE'ED FISH ALMOND I NE ••••• ., •••• 79;
I J

FRIDAY

SATURDAY ,,'¾-LB. SIRLOIN STEAK

.

! -$1.69

" With Choice of Potato

/ .
SUNDAY

Morrison's famous ROAST TURKEY
·~ with Cranberry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy - -

BURGER
/

ll

I

69c

i

I

·WHERE

t
1
1

\

~~::~,
,
'
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WEPNESmY

BROILED LIVER
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79

1

c.

89t I\
I THURslff .
I PLUSTHESEGREATEVERYDAYVALUES: I f
I
11
89¢
I,
I
99¢
. U.S. PRIME ROAST BEEF••-----Carved to order ,
.

ARE KING!

1

r
I

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP ~--··-•·..- - -

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE --·--·-- ··-·..:.--

79¢

···-···----·----=·-·-·---·- 49~.

··- i----- ...------- J
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CHILD'S PLATE
(12 or under accompanied by parent)

OPEN 11 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT

..
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,

WINNING

BURGER
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ACROSS FROM TH£ SCHLITZ fiLANT

6.....THE
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New registration policy
set·for disabled studellts

.

St. Pete opens
.~Did Sunshin·e ·Pool
.

.

Oracle Staff Writer

'the Student Affairs Office
h .changed its_policy of regisltion fpr handicapped studes. They will now be respofble for their own registration

swimming lessons as part of
ST.PETERSBURG quirement.
effort to serve both the
·-· \TSF's St. Petersburg Campus
· Facilities in the complex in;;;, qfiened its_ own sw~ming elude iockers · and an area to University and the Tampa
.,; pof!l last Fnday.
.
.provide live music. Rece1;1t Bay community...
... r'! 'he facility is the old Sun- renovation work included inA pool party was held last
·,,.q~ iiie Pool, First Street and stallation of· a new pump and
Thursday, one day before the
~ O.Jlghth Avenue S, and it will filter system. · · ·
j
be available to USF students, . Lifeguar_qs will be present fadlity's official reopening. '
---faculty and staff six days a · at all times.
Also scheduled to:open this
~
k.
The pool had not ·been used week on the St. Petersburg
Hours are 'tl a.m. to 5 p.m. since September; 1964; when-it . camp.us is a snack bar
Monday through Friday and was closed by the City of St. Building B.
'
lo a.m. t o 5 p.m. Sa t ur_dayS . P-etersburg.
Th
k b
t red b
Presentation of a USF ID
Eventually, the St. Peterse snac · ar, :ca e . i Y
card is the only admission re- burg -c~pus plans to offer . ~astern" _Foo_d~, will be open
·
8.30 a.m. to 8 .30 p.m. MOIJ_d ay
· through Thursday and· 8 :30 to
1:30 on Fridays. It will be .
closed' on weekends.

an

New student lo.u ng,e at St. P·e te

• DIAGNOSIS-AND REMEDIATION ·
• INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN
READING AND MATH
• FUl~ DA_Y S(HOOL WITH
COMPLETE CORRICULUM
..., .
'

•..

: . . . ,•"I'

'

: .,_

•

~

.

:

...·

.

',.

·.<,

CERTIFIED EXPERiENCED TEACHERS . c· ,.
I

106 E. DAVIS BLVD~ PHONE
DAVIS ISLAND
253-3683

Building B also houses a
new student lounge, carpeted
and paneled. The lounge is
currently compriseq ·-of study
·a~as only, _but -~ater ·pl~s
. call for adding . an enclosed
television room.
The lounge is complementary to the activities area in
Building B, which has food
and drink machines, a table
tennis set and -television.

-Disney World
trips to· go
t~ grinners
.

I

The . SG Advisory Board is
betting it will.
· A Smile Campaign to last
for three weeks begins today.
Its purpose is to coax smiles
from what are mostly blank
faces on campus.
Richard Beeman, a member
of the Advisory Board, admitted that the idea sounds corny,
but said he hopes the contest
will make a friendlier campus
through the process of humanization.
He said 20 anonymous persons, selected by the board,
will be watching .for smiles-in
· th·e crowds of what often are
lonely looking people. · When
they spot one they will give
its bearer a smiJe.1buttoQ and
will write down the person's
name.
At 'the end of the three
weeks the person whose name
has been . recorded most often
will receive twO' free' tickets to ·
Disney World.

When you know it's for ke_
~ps
Happily, -all your special moments together_will
be symb0lized forever by your engagement and:·· .
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake; is; in the ·
ring and on ·the tag, you are assured of fine 'q uality ·
and lasting satisfa:ctiori. The engagement diamqnd
is perfect, of superb color, and .precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewele,rs."

(

Aegea·n on sale

.through Dec. ~. Reservations , for . tlie
1972 Aegean will be taken through the end of
· Quarter I in LanguageLiterature (LAN), 472 and
in the University Center
Nov. 15-19 during early
✓ registration. Books may
be reserved for $2.
,· There are · about 80 ·
Aegeans left from last
-Y,el!r now on sale in LAN
472. T h e s e are Im
Aegeans people have paid
1 for and failed to pick up.

•

first day of early registration.
If students fail to register on
the first day they must then
SHE SAID ALL the regis- . go at their regularly appointtration stations are now locat- ed times.
ed in buildings that are accessible to handic~pped students
Any' handicapped students
but they may bring someone
who
encounter difficulty registo assist them in registering.
tering or do not receive a letErickson will send out let- ter .with the .registration
ters with information about should contact the Student Afthe registration procedings by fairs Office. Authorizations
Nov. 5. The letter will' include for book vouchers will ~
a card which must be used in · available Jan. 3, from 3:30 to
addition to the I.D. card for · 4 :30 p.m. or all ~ay Jan. 6 in:
the students to tegist~r on _the ADM 106.

..

Drllhaua
LIVE ~~ERTAl"1MENT NIGHTLY

~AURANT
'LOUNGE,

Featuring: FABULOU·S
QUINT BROTHERS

The Southeastern Geological heavy mineral deposits, espeSociety held · its annual field cially titanium, which is used
conference ·this year in . as an alloy to increase the
Gainesville, "to review miner- strength of steel.
al resources in Northern Flor"We study these to .l earn
·ida", said -Daniel P. Spangler,
more
about how deposits
associate professor of geolooccur in nature. These deposgy.
. The 80 geologists from in- its are being commercially
dustries, various government exploited by companies which
agencies, and academic pro- own them and are actively
: Jessions, including ·both pro- mining,these i es our c es,"
fessors and students, held Spangler concluded.
short talks, discussiorts, .and
an in - the - field conference.
"The purpose is to inform
geologists of the commercial
aspects of naturally occurring
deposits," Spangler said.
Th~ deposits discussed included kaolin deposits, a type
of clay used in ceramics and
the manufacturing of paper;
sand deposits, used in various
construction materials; an_d

Would the chance of a free
trip to Disney Wqr!d mak!!
you smile?

Beeman noted that in addition to the Disney World tickets, lemons or bottles of Lavoris, might be awarded to
those who deserve them.
The Smile Campaign hopes
to involve not only students,
but also administrators and
.faculty in its effort to encour·age wai:mth and friendliness. ,
As Beeman stressed, if .the
Univ_e rsity community can't
provide a loving and friendly
atmosphere, what can . be expected from the world outside?
..
So SMILE . • • and saY,
hello to Mickey Mouse.

,

Geologists .c:Ji~c.uss
Florida reso·urces

.CENTER FOR.LEARNING, INC.

Hot and cold sandwiches
and soft drinks will be served
initially at the facility. With
the addition of a fryer later,
the snack bar will serve such
things as chicken and shrimp:

LiJ:i. Erickson, assistant to
the ~ President for Student
Aff;ih and responsible for
servic to handicapped students;-•aid all handicapped
student::an register Monday,

Oracle photo by John Moale

m

.

Nov. 15, the first day of early
registration.

By JOE GUIDRY

Mon. • Sat. 9AM • 2AM
- NOON BUFFETS

$135 Monday. Friday, $2.25·on Sunday
IN VA-LHALLA RESTAURANT
, . 4.4

~EAST
PHONE ftl-208!

WATER BEDS
RECORDS
. 8--TRACKS
REPAIRS
STROBES .

ELECTROPHONICS ·
LEAR JETS
.
AMPEX TAPE
OAKTRON SPEAKERS
BLACK LIGHTS
•

I

ALL l.f.'s-SJ.89
\

.

•

f 'i

I

OAKTRON- 8-INCH CO-~ SPKRS~ 10 WA".f'TS RM~ 11.90
.
12-INCH WOOFER SP"l6. 75 WATTS RMS. 34.90
AN~ MUSICAL IN~TR~M~T SP~AKERS FEN~ER 10"
If you own s-tereo. equipment, you fnig.h"eed repair service som·e day. We do
· ·
repairs o~ all bra.,crs. (F\tei: & f~r l~ss Mop·~,~-) ::··. •: : ---- , ;

12934--N . NEBRAS.KA '

971-0963

.\ l ' I
(
I

\

.,

I ,

~12sa.ke®.
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS
·_ - ~

~

I.

'NEW!
JUST IN
24 ASSORTMENT

LEFT AND BELOW:
VERDE - TOP GRAIN
BOOtS AND PATENT AND
UNEN OXFORDS

;: TOP CENTER AND '< RIGHT· BATTANI :-1 SUEDES FOR CHICS

OF

EARTHENWARE .
MUGS
All different ~tyles
and colors
available at

"\

,---------~-----------~,
I
R;ngs from $100 tc $10,000 Trade Mark R•g . A. H. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR 'ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDl~G )

I Se nd new 20 pg. booklet, " ~lanning You_r Engagem1;nt and Wedding" plus I
I full color folder a nd 44 pg . Bride¼•Boo~ gilt offer all o nly 25c.
. f ,71 f
I Nam,e ------------------ I
I
t
f Addr
III City
o.
II.
10r

·------C _____

I Sta t a - - -- - - - - - - - -_._ip
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX ~o. SYRACUSE,

..
N.Y. 13201

I
I

►.L~~-------~~~-~~~--~~--J

~~N BRANDON

Steel Band plays

on

THE ORACLE-U.

hill

JOHN'S
BICYCLE
SALES

interpretations of · calypso,
jazz, i:ock, popular and classical. music.
The band is composed of ~3
enlisted Navy musicians and
a Chief Petty Officer band
leader, under the supervision
of the· officer-illicharge. Each
musician is skille·d in playing
at least one or tw_o conventional instruments, in addition
to· several yarieties of steel
drums.
·
1
In case of 'rain, the perfor~
mance will be held in the
Theatre 'Auditorium.

.•

'

'Long Day's Journ8y' continues ;
stage - that bespeaks a inon~ ~ th!;! souls of · the four main antj_ Carl Williams' girecting, :~
umental effort on all counts. characters with rare emotional despite the few •opening night ,;
If you're like 'me
you go _ But you won't find much to vibrancy, yet with an ab- shortcomings.
to the · theatre_for Sl'.>Jnething · gripe about in this Carl Wil- stinence from . the sentimental·
to criticize, you 'II ·be very dis- Iiams presentation.
"Long Day's Journey into;. that is . necessary to sustain
Night"
will continue •'fo ' play ::
appointed in Theatre · USF's
Set in the summer home of the quality of the. p·lay.
through Saturday
this ~
production of Eugene O'N- the Tyrone family, (a metaweek. Curtain time is 18 p.m., .eill's· " Long Day's Journey phorical representation of . O'Neill's magnificent writ-.
and reservations
be .
into ·Night". Not di~Jppointed O'Neill's family), the play, in ing style is enhanced; by the made
through the -T lieatre"'.
in ·anything that' tran~pires on the span of one day, expose.s high caliber acting of the cast Box Office, ext. 2323. - ·
<

By IJSA SMITH

Special Ta The cir~_c;e

an'/i

·Bi:,
may_

s

I

Nov, 4: U.S. Navy Steel
Band; 2 p.m. Free
Nov. 4: ,;The Spurrlows"
Blanket ·concert; UC Mall,
Free. 6 p.rri. ~nsored by Independent ·1Christian Church
Fellowshi~:

Phone

932-9267

Nov. 4·. Florida Gulfcoast
Symphony Concert with Maureen Forrester; Mc~ay Auditorium, ~:30 p.m. _

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS

To order classifieds·, ~~e the form beiow.' Fill in the
boxes allowing 1 box for· e~ch letter, space and
punctuation mark. Use addition~! form if more than
5 li'nes are required. -

5·lin~s. (31 characters/line)
.Additional line ·
·_ Repeated: 2-4 Issues
More tha·n 4 Issues

Nov. '.I 5-6: "H e r i t a g e''
Speech .' Department Production, LAN 103; Free: ·
'.

'

Noy-. 5: _"The · Day the
Whores Came Out to Play
Tem1is" Experimental Theatre Production. 2 p.m. Free.

$1.00
.15
.90*
.75*

• Per 5 'lines (31 characters)

TAR 120.

,

No~. 6: F1orida Gtilicoast
·Symphony Concert; Bayfront
Center Auditorium, 8 :30 p.m.

Mail the ad, with re·m ittance (check preferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, .LAN .4 n University of South Florida, Tampa,

Florida 33620. No refu1,1ds.

· -Deadline -

.1971-i-

. Nov. 3: "Lori'g Day's .Journey ·rnto Nig~t " by Eugene
. O'Neill; TAR 120, ·p.m.

1505 W. Busch Bid.
3 & 10 SPEEDS
ALSO REPAIRS

Nov. 3,

,' A mon.um ental effort'
!

The unique sounds of the mances at the two World's · Ed Sullivan, Mike Douglas,
Navy Steel Band will invade _ Fairs and on network televi• and Today Shows, among oththe USF campus with an outers. In addition, the band
sion.
door concert this afternoon at
boasts two command perfor2. .
The band has entertained . mances at the White House .
The Caribbean Sea Frontier record audiences at ·the Brus- for former President Lyndon
:Steel Band is a fully recog- sels and New York World's Johnson, and the release of
nized musical organization Fair and has played for the five LP recordings featuring
.unique in the annals of the
'United States Navy. The Steel
. Band was formed in 1957 in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, and
.since then has skyrocketed to
world popularity ·following apEVENTS
Nov. 3: Coffee House; LAN
;pearances in .the United
Nov. 3: "Decorating Your .103, 2 p.m.
l•
States. Europe, an_d South . Room and Apartment" UC
Nov. 3: Twilight Band ConAmerica, including perfor- Ballroom, 2 p.m.
cert: University Band Ensemble I; 6 p.m. outside Andros
- center.

of ·South · Florida,

,.--

Nov. 7: Tiny Tim. Show ;
Bayfront Center Auditorium
2:30 p.m.

NOON FRIDAY

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE

Nov. S-: UC Bridge Tournament 7 p.m. UC 255-6.
Nov. 9: Deadline for UC
. Photo CoJ]test Entries, 5 p.m .
. Nov. 9: Apocalypse Jam
Session ; 8 p.m. Empty Keg.·

(_·_- _- Number of
• trmes to run.) '

' Nov. 10: Alice Cooper
group, also l:luckbutter and
Rush; Florida State Fairgrounds.

_,!

FILMS
Nov. 5-7: "The Endless
' Summer" ; UC Movie 7 and :10
-~~- FA~
ce~t~_~ith

'.

19h.~:

l

!

. .
.

Nov. 8: The Film Classics
of Rouben ·Mamoulian: "Applause," 7 :30 p.m., "Queen
Christina" 9:30 p.m. Admissidn to each !iO cents wit!} 'ID . .
Nov. 8: "Landscape of the ·
_Bo<;Jy' '.__ a!!_~__''Saturday Symphony" ; Experimental ··Film
Art Series. LAN 103, 2 p.m.
Free.

'

;
1-.

;

tBE TA?tll' A TRIBUNE,

Monday, June 28, 1971

EXHIBITS
Nov. 3-24: Theatre Gallery:

~

Donald Saff Parvo."

z
ffl

"Multum in.

Nov., 3-25: "Folk and Ethnic
Christmas Sale Show" from
Odyssey, Ltd. New York City.
Teaching Gallery.

Fidelity Federal
ust this March we opene~ another e
f new building at 9502 Ao~da Av .
nd now, we're clean
;;; aanother fidelity Federa
newest location, near the
of South Florida at 2203 f
Avenue, will be open ;or
early this fall. Yes, we re
. •• • and· with our ste
again
over the la!jt 14 years, .
' expec;t great ings
,.

Nov. 3-28: "Florid a
Creates," sponsored by F,lorida Gass · Company. and The
F1orida Art Museum Director
AssociatiQn. Paintings, graphics, drawings: photos, sculp_tilres. Library Gallery.

i

I

I

-We're

PLANETARIUM.

l

Oct.-N9v.: "The Structure
of Stars.l•

Fidelity in: futu~e!.

'

INTRODUCES

' -~
~

lJnl( •

,.

~r

•

FIRST STEREO SYSTEM PRICED UNDER $2Q000 j

•,

Now, for the first time at Maurice Stereo, thero is a quality stereo system priced
•below $200.00. Components priced separately would be $265.00.' !
·
System' consists of: Harman-Kardan AM/FM Receiver Model 230
Garrard
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MAURICE'STEREO, INC.
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... and both new addition and parer.it company
are healthy and doing fine! Yes, our 3rd location is
now open to serve -you. We're justwest of the
University of South Florida at 2203 E Fowler
Avenue, conveniently 1ocatee;j in the center· ofone
of Tampa's fast~st growing areas. Visiting hours ·· ·
are. from 9:30 a.m: until 2:00 p.m. eactr weekday
and also-from 4 t9 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Come see Tampa!s newest addition!

'i

Model 408 Changer with Shore M3D Cartridget Goodman EE-10 Spea~!i!rs (2).
'

'

,

Surrounding all this performance is a handsome oiled walnut case, included at no
'
extra charge.
For a Demonstration of this great SY,sfem, visit our showroom today.

·

I

·oNLY$199 95

Professional Service Guarantee ·

Hours:
Monday • Friday

10-9

Saturday

10 • 6:30

Mau!lct paraatees tltat yoa, ourastonier,,wlll
receive prom11t, courteous; profuslonal electronic senice bi, our tecua •f natio■-llr nco1nized
electronic technicians.
·
·

; i

1.

FIDELITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIAT ION

'Accounts'lnsured to $20,000 Me(Tiber F.S.L.I.C.

3951 West
Kennedy Blvd.'
Ph. 876-1951

2610 W. Hillsborough 'Ave., Phone 872-9221
9502 Florida Ave., Phone 935-2141
2203-E. Fowler Ave., Phone 971-5050

OF TAMPA

'.
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Afro-Am·erica-ns

Mamou/ion -tribute soon
Decorate
w-~or-:-

With

.Flowers
Straw flo~ers

large ··-,..
Selection To
Choose From

On Nov. 8 and 10, the Flori- American Film' Institute in ·
da Center for the Arts Film - Washington, D.C.
"With the possible exception
Art Series presents four of the
Film Classics of Rouben Ma- of Orson Welles," -writes_Richard Griffith in The Film
moulian.
Almost 40 years after his . Since Then, "Rouben Ma'
contributions to the cinema, moulian is Hollywood's only
Mamoulian is finally · receiv- eclectic director. Imported
ing much-deserved recogni- from the New York theater in
tion for his . contributions dur- · the early days of sound, he
ing the · early years of the, impressed Hollywood by re- ·
· sound ,motion picture. Only storing camera mobility at a
thrge months ago he and his time when his Broadway confilms were honored at · the freres were chaining it to the
studio floor. It was clear in
Moscow Film Festival while a
' .revival of his films were pre- his first film, "Applause" that
~ted· concurrently at the here was a man who has stud-

....

Hand
Blown

.

'Whore~' have their day
·to ask my opinion, whores are
red because the _Beatles alOnce upon a time in the bum is white. And my time
virginal land of Cherry Balley, · is your tim~ in the Centre
there lived a : a. Walrus, b. Stage (TAR i20) on the Fifth
Hog, c. Ostrich, d. Rino, e. of November at 2 p.m. sharp
Egg. The Egg's name was cheddar cheese. No one will
Herbert Hoover Kuvl. Now - be seated after the beginning
,
who \VOuld name an egg Her- of the end. ·
The Experimental Theatre
bert Hoover except Franklin
Delano? And why are balls presents "The Day the Whores
really· soft anyway? Tennis , Came Out to Play Tennis" by
· anyone? Anyway, if you were ·Arthur Kopit this Friday.

By -STEPHEN IVESTOR
Special To The Oracle

Vases
Alf\Reasonably ·

Priced

FlORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
fllM ART SERIES PRESENTS:

,sing the goSpel

,
ied the resources of the film
_medium · through systematic
examination of its classic
works."

By LIZ BARNES

The °M'amoulian films shown
on the USF Campus will be
"Applause" (1929), "Queen
Christina'' (1933), "L'ove Me
Tonight" (1932), and " Dr, J ekyll and. Mr. Hyde" (1931).
Each film will be shown one
timetonly.
''Applause," to be shown
Nov. 8 at 7:30 p.m., was Mamoulians' first film. Film history was made through the
first use of two microphones
Pointing an angry finger . ~ . .
on a single set. The experts
red man, white soldiers and settlers are seen
America's
at
argued that this would necesthe Speech Department presents "Heritage."
as
light
new
a
in
sitate the use of two separate .
channels, a thing unheard of
at the time. "Unheard of but
not impossible," Mamoulian
insisted - and proved his
point. In "Applause" Helen
Morgan stars ·as the agi(lg
"Heritage," a factual com- professor of speech, from
. burlesque queen, Kitty Oar.ment on the history of the In- journals and .,.do~uments of
ling. The film creates a weird·
dian and white man in Ameri• American history and Indian
ly imaginative dichotomy beca, will be presented as the history. Bindert directs the
tween a celestial convent and first major fall production of production which : she has
grimy burlesque theaters.
the USF Speech Department's based on her study of non•
fictional materials such as letTickets are available· on the Reader's Theatre Guild Nov.
ters, diaries, biographies, gov6.
and
5
day of each ·showing at the
treaties, apd newspaernment
The play was adapted by
Theatre Box Office, 1:15-4:30
pers.
Kathleen Bindert, assistant
In . staging the production,
Bindert uses the medium of
film to punctuate the story of
the Indian as "the forgotten
American." Old "cowboy and
Our Rede.emer Christ The King
Incjian'' movies, as well as
L.C.M.S.
films created 'by Bindert and
(l.C.A.)
her assistants Walt Jones and
304 Druid Hills Ref.
11801 N, 56th St.
VanderMuelen, are used.
Kert
A.M.
10:30
Worship:
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
Gene Burkett is choreogra11:30 A.M.
pher.
' -"The production will start at
CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
8 p.m .. in Language Literature
(LAN) 103. It is free to the
Watch for announcements of Lutheran Student activities
public.

·'Heritage' · proud -

LUTHERAN WORSHIP

THE FILM CLASSICS
OF

ROUBEN
MAMOU LIAN

i'

-LAN103

November 8 and·10

white audiences, this primarily black one seemed much
An enthusiastic .audience less inhibi_ted anct' more able·
applauded warmly Sunday to join in the spirit of the
night when the USF Afro- music. Halfway through the
American Choir burst into program there did not seem
to be a quiet foot in the house.
song.
Both blacks and whites
The choir, which represent•
ed USF at the Congress of Ra- were responding to one song's •
cial Equality (CORE) nation- message, "!'am somebody not :
al convention in New York because I'm black or white, :
last month, sang of freedom but because I'm a child of :
•
and faith with a vibrant span-· God."
taneity.
It was that kind of music, :
"Let's get together," and
to a tapping foot and ~
suited
_
"God is all you need,"
h11nds. It was the ;
clapping
seemed the dominant themes
that called for ;
music
of
kind
of most of the songs, and such
the way they-':
sentiments were hailed with a people to sing
~
inside.
deep
feel
.
frequent appreciative "AllCommunity :
Lakeland
The
'
right !" and bursts of apChoir provided the first part ·
plause.
Contrary to the usual some- of the program.
By the time USF's gospel -:
what stiff decorum of mostly
choir was performing, a once •
almost empty auditorium in ~
the Fipe Arts Building was al- :
most full, and more people ·.
continued drifting in. No :
-doubt they heard the music ~
from outside and found it ir- r
1
Theatre USF is on its mark resistible.
and ready to run again with
Aristophanes'
" Lysistrata",
fa m e d make-love.not-war
comedy.
The · USF Concert Band En- ·
The play concerns itself
I will hold the first of
semble
with a group of milUant
of open-air twilight
series
a
women, who go to any end to
outside Andros
concerts
band
bring a much-needed peace to
The contonight.
6
at
Center
their land. In short, they vow
the pubto
open
be
will
certs
to abstain from sex until their
lic.
husbands call a total ceasefire.
Gale L Sperry, director · of ·
Judith Baker Kase, director bands, described the program ;
of " Lysistrata," emphasizes as an attempt to bring music
the fact that the play is "not from the concert hall to the
dirty or vulgar." On the con- living sphere of USF students.
· trary, says Kase, "Aristo"We are offering them an inphanes is very forthright and formal type of program," he
obvious" on the topic of sex. said. According to Sperry, ex"Lysistrata," not recom- pansion of the program will
mended for children, opens reflect student interest.
Nov. 11. Tickets are $1 for
The second twilight concert
full-time students and ·s2 general admission, 'and may be will be by the .Concert Band
reserved through the Theatre Ensemble II, _on Nov. 9 at the
same location and time.
.
1 Box Office, Ext. 2323.
Oracle S1•11 Writer

,._ WALT DISNEY WORLD

'Lysistrata'
sexy play

Twilight concert

Michelangelo
Antonioni's

Special U.S.F. Bus
Nov. 20 Full Day Tour

APPLAUSE''

. II

· (l929)

Adults $J4.00

STARS HELEN MORGAN
November 8 at 7:30 p.m. - LAN 103 - Admission 50c
Advance Tickels at Theatre Box Office 1:15 - 4:30 p.m.

*****

Includes: Roundtrip transportation from University to Walt Disney
·
World
Tickets for 9 attractions
Admission to .Magic Kingdom Theme Park
Unlimited use WOW transportation system

''QUEEN CHRISTINA''

Reservations #174-2695

"Applaus•" was director Rouben· Mamoulian's first motion pi~re•.The
film became a classic through its use of and enri~hment of the
'Soundtrack' and its story of the aging burlesque queen, 'Kitty Darling'. ·

'

•

I

.

_

(1933)

STARS GRETA GARBO AND JOHN GILBERT
November 8 at 9:30 p.m; - LAN 103 - Admission 50c
Advance Tickets at the Theatre Box Office 1.: 15 - 4:30 p.m.

, ADM#]02

AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORPORATION

8 and 10 p.m.

·Engineering Aud.
Thurs., Nov. 4

In Co-operat!on with Greyhound Hig)lway Tours.

*·****

"What, when drunk, one sees in other women, one sees in Garbo,-sober.'~
.
.
- Kel\lteth Tyhan
"Mamoulian's direction has consistent visual beauty. Christina is Garbo •
all the way!" - film Society Review

.THE SHV'S.THE ·11m11 -AT UDIUERSITY STATE BADH!
I

''LOVE-ME_TONIGHT-!''·
(1932)
STA1S MAURICE CHEVALIER AND JEANETTE.MacDONALD
November 10 at 7:30 p.m. - LAN 103 -Admission 50c
Advanc:e _Tickets at the Theatre Boie Office 1:15-4:30 p.m.

.

*****

·~ a Can-You-Top-This fashion, Mamoulian reprises-all that film making

had learned up to 1932 and pushes the musical genre up twenty",years
·
before its tim.e .

''DR. JEKYLL AND MR. -HYDE''
(1931)

_,

STARS FREDRIC MARCH AND MIRIAM HOPKINS
November 10 af9:30 p.m. - LAN l 03 - Admission $1.00
Advance Tickets at the Theatre Box Offjce 1: 1-5-4:30 p.m.

*****

Due to studio conflicts, almost all prints of this film were lost. It is avail•
able for the fir,.-f time in many years. March won 0'11. Acade~y Award for
his performance. Mamoulian's cinematography, hin1se of light and sound
has ceen pr.aised by critics for the past 40 years,

.

The sky's the.limit at our bank when -it comes
to superb ba~king services and immediate
personal attention. We pride ourselves on our
ultra-modern, facilities, · our most convenient location and our outstanding staff ·of welltrained and experienced people eager to assist
you and to take care of all your banking needs.
Drop in soon and see for yourself. You'll
always receive a _warm welcome at . . .
1

HAPPY BANKING HEADQUARTERS.

THE BANK WITH THE PhD .(felroud and [b]appy [Q}epositors)

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK

FOWLE/?. AVE. at 30th St.• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/971-5700
Member F.D.1.C.
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Big things

~

Five ·te-ams .seek lead
Greek · · Gold League

are small

for frosh

~ ...

By JOSE QUEVEDO
Oracle Sports Writer

If big things come in small packages then the freshmen
basketball team should have no trouble in duplicating or
bettering last year's performance.

"IT'S A BIT early to know what kind of season to expect. We have the same problem we had last year - the
fact that we don't have a big man," said Bob Shiver, freshmen coach.
"We signed one tall player, but he changed his mind
and signed with another school in Texas," Shiver said.
Rusk Frontz, 6-10 center from Boca Ciega High School
in St. Petersburg, had originally signed with USF, but decided to return to Texas, where he Ii ved before his family
moved to St. Pete.
TO MAKE up for the lack of heigl1t Shiver has excell!!nt shooters in Dupont, Bill Bonner (6-4), Rick Chaplin
(6-5), James Shoff (6-1) and Philip ,Hammersley (6-1) .
"The boy are good shooters and we think this will be a
big asset - if we can get them playing like last year," he
said. "I think they will mold into an exciting team. Students ,vill enjoy watching them play."
Shiver explained that as of now the team has not shown
as much speed as last year's squad, and as a result he is
not quite ·sure as to the type of attack the team will use.
"THIS IS a question in my mind. If we don't have the

speed we're not going to try and force it," he said. "We're
going to give it every possible chance; if the boys can handle it, that's the way we'll play. !f n·ot we'll have to slow
down a bit."
· Beside Hammersley, Anthony Dillon (6-1), Greg Gingold (5-10), Richard Hertel (6-4), Claude Monce (6~5), Paul
Parinello (5-10) and Ray Russell (6-2) made the team from
tryouts.
According to Shiver the schedule is much tougher than
in the past. Both Miami-Dade North and South have been
added.

A·· :string of sl;tit-outs ··threw
the IM Gold ~ague <;iJmpetition into a five-team race for
first place.

blemished. Theta II topped
Women's track meet today
Theta I, 13-0; Beta 2E crushed
-----, Beta
.--4E, 28-0; and Fontana 3,

Previously Sigma Nu, ATO,
and PHI Delt had dominated
play. But last vieek TEP
upset ATO, 16-0; i§igma Nu
spoiled Phi Delt, 6:Q"; and SAE
handled Pike, 21-0.
Monday and T~ es day's
games, which were played
after press time, may have
settled some of the uncertainties. Phi Delt faced TEP, Sig
Ep played ATO, and Sigma
Nu tested Pike.
If Sigma Nu won its game,
it will have clinched at least a
tie for first place in the Gold
League.

In the independent leagues,
Faculty beat Dogmeat, 13-7,
-.and Wonder Warthogs nosed
out Delta Sigma Pi on a
30-yard field goal by Jim Hendry in the closing seconds.
In the White League Undecided decisively stepped on
M.E.E.N.U., No. 1, 13-6.

~!

Like last year's team which won 19 times, this year's
squad has one thing in common with them - it lacks
height. The tallest starter on the Brahman squad is Glen
Dupont at 6-6.

· Today is the first da.y of the Women's Intramural Track
and Field' _nieet. Teams as well as individuals will participate
_in' the nvo-day eight-event ,affair. Today's events beginning
: at· 4:30 p.m., include the 50-yard dash, 250-yard progressive
_relay, standing broad jump and the hop-skip-jump. The agenda
··tomorrow, beginning at the same time, includes the 100
yard dash, 200-yard shuttle relay, softball throw and running
·
·
broad jump:

In Green League competition , if Lambda Chi beat
Kappa Sig · Tuesday, it will ·
have won the Green League
title.
Last week Lambda Chi remained undefeated, downing

outlasted DeSota 8, 7-0. ·

Fiji 6-0. In other action TKE
sunk ZBT, 14-0, and Kappa
Sig beat the Delts, 27-6.
In the residence h a I I
leagues, all the · first place
teams kept- their records un-

NCAA .socc·er bi.ds near
Judgment day - the day Force as " ben~icial." " We've
when the NCAA issues bids had two tough games back-to
·
for the regional play-offs - is back."
imminent for the Brahman
USF is currently ranked
hooters.
third in the South behind HowUSF's soccer team, mel- ard and Navy. The top four
lowed by a respectable perfor- teams in the South receive
mance against top-ranked St. bids to the NCAA tournament,
Louis, and a hair-raising, 2-1 Holcomb said . "No. Carolina
cliff-hanger over Air Force _has played many top teams in
Saturday, travels to No. Caro- the South."
. lina this Friday for a crucial
Stubborn Air Force scared
gan1e.
Coach Dan Holcomb de- the Brahmans Saturday, with
scribed the match with Air the game tied at one goal-

"WE HAVE aii extremely tough schedule. All of the
teams ,ve play are good. Many of them, like Lake City, will
have most of its players back from last year/ ' _Shiver said.
The freshmen open their season against Stetson in Deland Dec. 1. The first )1.ome game will be against St. Pete
J.C. Jan. 9. All home games stal'.t at 5:30 p.m. and are followed by varsity games.

DePieza hits best time ..
'in loss to
Force
; Coswell ,.I)ePieza -plazed· 8".__
20 :04, his fastest time ever, on · '
USF's four-mile .course in a·
<;lual meet with Air Force Saturday.
and third respectively, in a
Despite the performance of tight point spread.
DePieza, who is undefeated in
Outstanding skiers for USF
pual meet competition, Ai_r_ were. Laura Combes, second •
Force bunched their runners in ,vornen's tricks, Steve Colin second, third, fifth, sixth lins, scorer in men's slalom,
and seventh places, taming and Randy Westbay and Rich
the Brahman cross country . Olsen, with jumps of 90 and 87
.
men 23 to 38.
feet.
USFers who ran well were
flfike Godey, with a 20:26, just
USF's Sailing Club avenged
one second off his fastest Univ. of Fla. this weekend,
ljime, and Bruce Wilkenson, _ with Mark Fiford and John
with a 21 :49, his fastest time. Bowers taking first and secCoach Gil Hertz said he was ond place, respectively, in the
disappointed - in the perfor- Flying Juniors division.
mance of Bob Brost and Mike
USF also took the team troOgle. Both runners ran con- phy in the Sunfish division.
siderably slower than their
fastest times of the year. If
they had run their best "we
may have beaten Air Force,"
he said.
USF will host Univ. of Fla.
and Fla. State in the University State Cross Country Championships Saturday at 11 a.m.
The top seven runners in
the meet will be deemed first
team all-state. Univ. of Fla. is
favored 'to win this year.

-~HEALTH FOODS
Shampoo, Creme Rinse, Hair Condition- ·
ers help restore natural lustre to your
hair.

AGUILAR
. CYCLE SALES
We Specialize In Chappers
Newand Used
1 mile-West of 301
on Fowler Ave.

Pff•.• 986-1400

all organic, no preservatives added

Tutoring School
Offers: G.R.[. Preparatian
20 hours af instruction
$100.00 tuition, Books extra

501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

TODAY
_~ p.m. - · UC - _RM. 255

THINGS ARE HAPPENING
9 P.M. Wed. - INTERFRATERNAL

9 P.;M. Thun. - SWEETHEART NITE
DO YOUR OWN THING 'ON ONE OF THESE NIG ... TS AT

·FLORIDA LAN-ES
PH. 932-61

10400 N. FLA. AVE.

' Cereals '
Granola, Vita Nuts & Grains, Honey Almond Crunch and Special GOLDEN

KRUNCH

Eugene O'Neill's

"LONG DAY'$ JOURNEY INTO NIGHT"

LARGE SELECTION OF ORGANIC CANDIES
THAT ARE DEUClOUS AND GOOD FOR
YOU

U$f

America's greatest play

tickets: $1 & $2.
at TAT box office

Bookstore & Campus Shop

telephone: 974-2323

coming on the Main Stage: November 11-13 and 18-20, at 8:30 p.m.

Aristophanes' LYSISTRATA
·.~!-

reserve your seats now at the _TAT box office··-..

,,,, ,,,, ,,,,

!e~fu

Come to the
Council for Exceptional Children
Coffee
for
Staff and Students
in Special Education

__f: tonight through Saturday
a C~ntre Stage production
curtain at 8:00 p.m. sharp

plain & vanilla ••••.•••••••••••• • 35c
fruit flavors ••••••••••••••••• •••• 39c

-If Bud®is your favorite beer...

Though plagued by bad
luck, USF's Water Ski Team
placed fourth among 11
schools in a tournament at
Gainesville last weekend.
Univ. of Fla. , Tampa, and
Rollins finished first, . Isecond

IF YOU REALLY CARE. . .

LEAGUE
7 P.M. Thurs. - .USF STUDENTS AND

LACTO YOGURTS

0

~\ •

apiece until the last quarter.
While USF players were
being benched sporadically to
nurse various injurious, ·•Air
· Force substituted liberally,
sending in veritable miniplatoons.
But freshman Jack Windish
bagged the tie-breaker midway through the fourth quarter. At that point the Brahman defense tightened, shutting the lid on Air Force to
preserve the team's sixth victory.

Tapes
Posters
love lamps
Groove lamps
Black lights
18" and mini

FACULTY LEAGUE

.§gQrgan ic

,,,, ,,,, ,,,,

Ph. - 238-5030

!';.'

SHIVER

Nine schools participated in
the State Junior College Cross
Country Champioµships held
here Saturday after the USFAir Force meet. .
The first seven finishers
were recognized as first team
all-state in the junior college
division.
Howard Thorne headed the
field with a 20 :30 for the four
mile race. He was followed by
Rick Slezak, Lake City; Rick
Nulty, Seminole; Toni Kussmal, Fla. College; John Van
Dyke, Manatee; D e n n i s
Barnes, Pensacola ; and Pat
Chester, Manatee.

4018 North 22nd Street

GROUP MEETING{
ORAGENDA??
CONFERENCEON YOUR
why not
make it your
regular beer?

We can make your event a success by providing
convenience, comfort, service and economy with
arrangements tailored to fit your exact needs. · _

Don't you deserve it? After all ... .

In brewing Bud, o~ choice is
to go all the way. We hope beer
matters enough to you that you
too will go all the way.
All the time.

find out what we have to offer - .You will be surprised ! !
f

CALL TODAY OR STOP IN

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.

DeSoto Hall

. l

YOUVE SAID IT All!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

Anthony Kaskey, Manager

4100 Fletcher Avenue

Tampa, Florida 33612

(813) 971-8

~
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·Barber level.s attack
· · at new administration
:py ROBERT BOYLE

,.

Or1cl1 Slaff Writer

al groups, Barber said, "Criticism of Mackey has been inst- .
itutionalized overnight."
USF FACULTY members
are currently represented by
an active AAUP, and in the
past three weeks have organized two more edµcational

with the Mackey administration, according to Barber.
The AFT, affiliated with the
AFL-CIO, is generally considered to be a more militant
teacher organization than the
NAP, which is affiliated with
the largest teacher group, the
Florida E.ducational Association (FEA) and the Nati·onal
Educational As s o c i a t i o n

1:;sotirios Barber, vice presiof the American Associa.:-on of University Professors
...
i(AAUP), and frequent critic
,of USF Pres. Cecil Mackey,
, leveled hiii strongest attack
· Jast week, following the orgaorganizations.
l\.T
. · al meet·mg of the ,,a-n1zation
The organizations, a chaptional Association of Profester of the Amer ican Federa- (NEA).
· iors (NAP).
. a
on the in- tion of 'l'eachers (AFT) and · BARBER SAID , " It 1s
! , Comme~ting
cyeased participation by USF NAP, are evidence of the
~culty .members in education- grQwing faculty unhappiness fact that th e faculty of th is
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - University feels left out" of
the decision maltlng process
at USF.
The actions of the administration hav:e c~used "great insecurity among the faculty,"
because of the large number
"resignations" resulting from
plans.
_Mackey passed up the opportunity to give the faculty a
voice in the decision-making
process when he failed to restructure the Faculty Senate
and give some power to that
body, Barber added.

ifent

any significant legislation to
the Faculty S_e nate, because it
doesn't have any power to
act.
About the presence of three
faculty -organizations on campus, Barber said, the faculty
should not be concerned with
"group loyalty, but for professional security." He is a
member of all three- groups.
"The smoke will be clearing
in another year or so, and
then maybe we could have
only one group," Barber
added.

,Escaping robber dupes prOf
By BENJAf\ON WAKSMAN
Oracle Staff Writer

A youth armed with a
small-caliber revol'(er robbed
t he Credit Union last Tuesday
afternoon and · escaped with
the aid of an unsuspecting
USF instructor:

"I was sitting in the back
office wnen this colored iellow
came in with a gun," said J.
R. Dansby, Credit Union manager. "He told the girls to put
all the money in his brown
paper bag. I didn't come out
of my office because I thought
it would make him nervous
and he would start shooting
ana somebody might get hurt.
"He took all we had, $223."

model car, where another
young black was waiting.
The car's owner is Leroy
Twiggs, an instructor here on
an Upward Bound grant. He
apparently thought he was
giving a . student a ride to
class. \

THE

INSTRUCTOR

then

drove to Mu parking lot where
the armed robber thanked
him, walked to his own car
and drove off.
Fifteen minutes later the
Highway Patrol stopped and
arrested the instructor at the
corner of Nebraska and
Fletcher upon identification of

the license tag number, USF
Security Chief Jack Preble
said.
He was freed that afternoon
after questioning by sheriff's
deputies when they concluded
he knew nothing about the
robbery or the "student''. he'd
given a ride.

DANSBY REPORTED that
the young man walked out of
the office and got into a late-

HAVE UNISEX
JEANS

PANTS

AS A RESULT, Barber
said, Mackey rarely submits

Finance talks
draw SG'ers

GORDON'S
~ JEWE~ERS
IN Tl.l!PA SHOP AT GORDON'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING llTR,
e, NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
• HRRACE PLAlA, TEMPLE TERRACE

:ND.
:~fNRot~~=~!~~'NVo:~:t:~uc':fv~~~::~

USF Student Government
(SG) will send 13 people to
Tallahassee Nov. 15 to a seminar in educational funding,
being held by the Florida
State Legislature.
The purpose of the seminar
is to acquaint students who
deal with money with the system of federal funding .
Th~ purpose of sending the
committees is "to learn about
fElderal tllflding so when we go
in to dicker with Pres. Mack.ey, we I<now what can and
can't be done. This will help
both of us from wasting time
a.nd accqmpljshing the most,"
Mike ;fwse, SG Secretary of
Finance said.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1971 - 8:30 P.M.

CURTIS HIXON HALL

At

~Z'~?lt1t(j
10024 N. 30th AVE• .

General Admission: $5.00,-$4.00, $3.00 Curtis Hixon Box Office.
U.S.F. Full Time Students: $2.50, ·$2.00, $1.50 - U.S.F. Theatre Box Office.
Theatre Box Office Open Now for season subscribers and USF Students.
Hour,: 1:15 to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays.
FLOIUDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

JO,IN .THE ''CLUB" AND "NET" ·s1G~;" ..
SALE
R TENNIS AN-D.GOLF
SAVINGS WITH OU_
.
.

.

.

-

:,.

.

'.

1..-...-- ......~~.. ·: ·.·'. -"..'

\

Tennis
BaacrQft
Slazenger
-Wilson
Spalding

GOLF:

Wilson
Spalding

"'acGregor
Northwestern

PLUS
All the Accessories
tha~ you can use.

......

,Save up to

FLORIDA ATHLETIC COMPANY
1514 FLORIDA AVENUE

•

,,,

November 8 -· 13

___________________.,...__________________________________________________________________

;,,._

PH. 229-0181

....

~

.

SG ousts Chaitkin;
Crosby new pro fem
By VALERIE WICKSTROM

the election of Chaitkin be
declared void because of · a
In action Thursday rJght, legal technicality.
SG legislators declared the
C HA I T KIN W AS reOct. 21 election of Joe Chait- . nominated, but in initial votkin as president pro tempore ing Crosby received 15 votes
invalid . and elected Sandi to nominee Charles Brooks'
Crosby, SG senator-at-large, (engineering senator) 14
to the vacant seat.
votes. A second roll-call vote
Acting on an informal opin- gave Crosby 15 votes to
ion of Chief Justice Roger Brook's 13; both elections
Coe, Vice President George showed one abstention.
Adriaansen recommended that
In executive business,
oracle staff Writer

WANT TO BECOME YOUR OWN

DEALER
We'1e looking for representatives to sell

RECORDS • TAPES • STEREO EQUIPMENT
ON YOUR COLLEGE CAMPUS
write or call: JEM RECORDS
P. -0. Box 1167

Union, N. J. 07083

(201) 964-7947

USF's chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA) will receive its natiopal charter
from Education Director Dr.
Frederick Teahan Nov. 5 during a banquet at the Fowler
A venue Holiday Inn.

Pres. Jeff Smith announced
that SG will send 12 representatives to a one-day budget
seminar in Tallahassee, Nov.
15. Total cost to SG will be

$300.
Smith also reported that the
information on the ·John
Froines honorarium w a s
being compiled and will be
sent to Robert S. Mautz, chancellor of education.
HE ALSO announced the initiation of mandatory campuswide faculty evaluation, beginning in January.
"Voter registration is the
best · is.sue we can build up
.right now, but the bus was a
bust," v o t e r registration
chairman Chuck Caro said.
Caro said "Chicago" plugged
USF and voter registration
from the stage in its weekend
concert at Curtis Hixon.

Halloween fun .

CLASSIFIED

3812 Britton Plaza

Ph. 839-7390 ·

Witchcraft
Astrology
Numerology
Psychic Sciences
Yoga Philosophy
Mysticism

Self Motivation
Edgar Cayce
UFO's
Zen
,
Eastern .Religions
Many Others
.

-i

ADVERTISING RATES

5 lines
(31 c!laracters/line --- $1.00
Additional Line ______ .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues _ 90•
More than 4 issues ___ :75•
LAN: Phone 974-2620
•Per five lines (31 characters)
----------

1. REAL ESTATE
------------•

err

iJkectht'~~;a~ " 1 an,d Count~
bo':tom sprlng~fed. la ke; pav°~ ~t~:!'t.
lake front fool. 8 u,_4598

sno

-2•.•f•O_R_R_E_N_J______
-----------•
Male ~tude'!ts or Graduates-One room for

rent

ALL HARD BACK
KAHLIL GIBRAN BOOKS IN
STOCK 50% OFF

,n

private home. Immaculate. 10

Min. from University. Phone 988-1371.
- - - --=-- -.- - MOBILE HOME·! Br. Furnished, Wall to
Wall carpet.
Moore.

$85-month.

229-7607

..

Seminole He 1 g ht s
United-Methodist
Church invites you to a ttend Sunday
School & Church. Transportallo~ furnished. Look for our bus •at Fontana &
Desoto Hall and the dor m parking lot on
Fletcher Ave. each Sunday between 9:00
and 9:15AM.
This is your LEVI store. We have d enim
& corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & Western hats. Only JO
min.
campus. Ave.
Bermax Western
Wear •from
8702 Nebraska

You've read the lies a bout Socia lism;
Psychedelrc tape, record and headshop now read the facts. Free literature. Write
for sale. Located In thriving shopping Socialist Labor Party. Box 200 Brooklyn,
~~~i~gs~ust sell, Reasonable. 879-90,IJ _N_Y _11_202
_ __ _ __ _ __
Happy one year anniversary, Suzanne. I
FOR SALE : Various household Items. love y011. Spencer.
Used, In good condition. Drapes, bed· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
spreads, dishes, etc. Call 988-2917. Mrs.
A. H. Eldridge 616 Courtney Dr. Tpa.
Your Chiggies are here. The latest In - - - - - - - - - - - • I
hand crochet pony tai l fashion. Get yours
at the Bookstore. 26 colors available. The Place-7308 Dartmouth Ave.-Blble
Chess Set: Hand carved onyx In beauti• study every Tuesday 8 PM. Open to the
fu l hues of green, brown, orange and public but co) lege oriented . Refreshments,
black. Also bone and wood and In bul• speakers. ~nvate home. Come casually.
horn. Phone 876-<!213.
MOD MENS HAI RSTYLING-AII types of
professional services rendered. Tlnllng o_f
TREASUJ3E, HU NTING - G_e t In on one hair, eyebrows, sidebu rns or mustache .
of -Americas fastest growing hobbles I Scalp treatment, hair-straightening, hair
Meta( detectors from $65 up. Detectron curling. Men's wigs hair pieces, etc. ExDis tributors 9n-4607.
e lusive studios. For men only. BY appt.
Sealpoint Siamese kittens eligible to be B79·213'.
·
registered. Some are pet, some breeding,
some show types. Ca ll 933-3007
-----------•
T~pe re cor~e rs $15 & $25; Stereo $20;
D1etzgen Shde Ruler .$20 Kodak lnstama•
tic $6; Typewriter $15; CB Radio Antenna - - - - - - - - - - - & Cable $25· Golf Clubs $40. 988-9278
'
12 x 51 1970 Model set UP on a lot conve_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ nient to campus 2 bdrm A· C carpeted llv.
rm. Many extras. $3500 or best offer. Call
m-2190 or 935-2651.
-------•
• - - - - 1956 Pan Am lBR wpPrivate dressing rm.
Lots of closets. $2200. Before 6PM call
1970 BSA M ice. $600 Contact Gene. 14505 933-2487.
N, 22 St. No. 135 Le~h VIiias Apts.

21. MISCELLANEOUS

Tutoring School
Offers: private tutoring
in all subjects at
~I levels. LANGUAGES TOOt
501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

____________

FREE!!!

15. SERVICES OFFERED
Tired of Taxi's ri pping you off! Call
97-4-6520 for rides l o T ampa Airport on
Thursdays , Fridays, a nd Sunda ys $3.00
per person.
Typing Services- Na ncy Elliott 6308 S.
Lo is-Call 837-5455.
Child care in my home. Refere nces ava il•
a b le. Two minutes from USF. Week days
phone 971-3625-Sharon Richardson
Typing-Elec . Typewriter w ith carbon ribbon & pica type. Experience with term &
thesis papers. Pick up & delivery service.
50c page. 9' 9-6018.
A-OK Typis t with I BM Selectric carbon
ribbon a nd type c ha nges. Thesis, letters,
dissertations
stencils.
R us h
lobsRefer ences. Proof read. Glorlda
884-1969
PRIVATE AND GROUP T UTO RING
F res hman com position, English. College
instructor . 932-7722.
Professiona l typist-IBM Se lectric carbon
ribbon. Typing of Term papers, theses,
dissertations, resumes, ditto masters, etc.
Call 971-6041. If no a nswer, 933-4552.

· BTVDEXT

APARTMEN'TB

aBAD7'

16. Lost And Found
\

.POUND: One pair Wire-rim gla ssesMen's - Found behind LAN building. Ca ll
Na ncy, ext. 2421.
FOUND : Rayban prescr iption sunglasses.
P lato reade r hitchhiking to U of F. Oc t.
:12, 19n Cla im at UC informat ion desk.

20. PERSONALS
"Law School-Will I like It? can I make
It?" A new book by a r ecent la w gradua te for t hose thin king of Law School.
S2.95. Kroos P ress Box 3709A Milwaukee
Wi scons in 53217

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS

,
?:l
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5 lines

ORACLE OFFICE

...

AJllfl.ll'Z'li•w...w
..,,.., .
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.LAMAKCBA
BEHIND THE HI-RISE DORMS
JUST OFF FLETCH ER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

$JOO

(31 Spaces Each}

't lti·ODC-1·19
11

PHONE
971-0100

DOS
STUDENT
APARTMENTS

·._r,i .

.f!att '3fladu> '
American Station, 56th and Hillsboro _·,: ·:·,
Phillips 66 Station, Fletcher and 30th ·_. .._· ·
Saturday, November 6, 10 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. ··:·

FOR YOUR NEXT TRIP·
2200 S. DALE MABRY_·

MOULTIN NEW MODERN BIKE
3-Speed Bike, Internal Expanding
Brakes, Front & Rear Suspension, Frame
Adiustable From 18 Inches to 28 lnc:hes, Also Uni-Sex Frame.

Tampa Cycle Co. 1605 Franklin St. Ph. 229-8409

Hours: MON.-SAT. 8-6

Pers on wa nted to run a VERY profitable
business. Earning a bllilles a re unlimited
and .well above average. Mail qualifica•
!Ions lo M r. Warren, P.O. Box 503, Malden Mass. 02148 or call 617-261 -1964.
STAFF VACANCIES
The following positions are lo be filled by
non-students; Assistant Program Direclor-$6972, Secretary 11-~68, Com puter
Opera tor 11-$6132, Library Asslstant-$6S52.
Clerk IV•SStMO, Motor Vehic le Operator
l ·s.4368, Campus Security Police Officers
S5568, 2 Internal Auditor 1-$8220, Pe rsonne l Technician 111 $91 80, Custodia l Work•
er-$3768, Groundskeeper-S4164, Secretary
111·$5040, Secreta ry IV-S5856, Stock Cl e rk
(OPS)-S3768, Storekeepe r-S5040. THE UNIVE RSITY OF SOUTH F LORI DA IS AN
EQUAL O PPORTUNI TY EMPLOYER.
For further information contact person•
nel Services, FAO 1I. ext. 2530.
WANTED: TAX I DRIVERS
Unlimited earnings. We guar a ntee $86 per
week during first two-week training per i•
od. Knowledge of city s treets he lpful. No
Phone calls. 19 years old acceptable.
Northslde Cab Co. 728 E.Waters - Yel•
low Ca b Co. 502 N. Oregon

6:00 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 4
U.C. Mall

Smaller groups or individuals
will be introduced to potential
roommates by the management.

FRATERNITY

the Advent 201.

-14. HELP WANTED

''THE SPUR,RLOWS''

• close to everything• all electric ··;
kitchen • centra1 heat & air conditioning
• modern Barcelona style furnishings• wall
to wall shag carpeting• private entranceway
• two pools• a modern recreation area

KAPPA SIGMA

the first genuine
alternative·to records:

10. AUTOMOTIVE
$275 Call
2~~vair Conv. +speed
For Sale: 1968 Fan Travel Trailer, 21
feet long, s elf-contained. Sleeps 4. Excel•
lent condition. Price $2300. Call 8n-0388.
4712 N. Ha bana, Tampa
..,

BLANKET-CONCERT

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area and your
own room for the private times.

students to get in touch with
professionals and explQte the
public relations field. :·I

STUPP TO \YEAB

22 PERSONALS

-----------------------------------t ~6fs-

MOW!

will open up opportunities for

9. MOTORCYCLES

ADELPHI·

OFFER GOOD 'TIL 11 • 1 S-71

Mr.

----------6. MISC, fOR SALE
___________

assistant professor of .mass
communications, and receipt
of their national charter is felt
to be a big step forward. It

Presentation of the award
will culminate a day of activities by the students including
meetings with professionals
and a tour of the new facilit i e s o f t h e LanguageLiterature Building.
USG's PRSSA chapter was
founded last March under the
leaderspip of Walter Griscti,

brought Intensive Tutorial tutors. and tutees together outside
the classroom during the &m1ual Halloween Party Oct. 30.
The kids could get back at the tut-0rs at the sponge toss, or
better yet, bounce them around on the trampolines.
Over 400 children were treat.ed to sandwiches, potato
chips, popsicles, candy and apples at the party organized by
Delta. Tau Delta. frat-emity, with an assist from Alpha Delt.a
Pi sorority.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Mystical, Metaphysical,-Qccult, Bookstore and
Study Center

~i-! ---4! ~

PRSSA .to get charter

This Offer Will Not Be Repeated

REFLECTION

.

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Nov. 3, 19-7t- -H

Lang 472
Ext. 2620
Call for further Information

The Advent Model 201 cassette tape deck is the first genuine alternative to records.
Records wear out and are very expensive. Everytime you play one you discover a 1new scratch,
gouge, or phnert. Gunk gets in the grooves and they warp.
.
You consider open-reel' tape machines: The good ones are expensive as is the good tape. At 3¾
inche~per-second, the level of hiss is prohibitive; at 7½ inches.per-second you use miles of costly tape, and
then the reel always runs out just before the recapitulation in the fourth movement. Threading reels is a
bother and there is all that loose tape to get tangled up in.
You consider cassettes: They are convenient to be sur.e. Just plunk in a-small plastic thing, push a
butto.n, and Instant Music. No-fuss, muss, or bother. But the quality of this music from cassettes has always
been mediocre at best, plagued with noise, unsteady in pitch, and about as compelling overall as the sound
of an AM car radio.
Advent has an alternative: it's called the Model 201 cassette tape deck and it sounds wonderful.
By that, we mean, as good as the best LP records. The Advent 201 cassette tape deck takes cassettes out of
the car-and-background-music class and makes them possibly the .most satisfying medium available for
recorded music. 1
How is Advent able to get such performance from a cassette? First, Advent has incorporated the
Dolby Noise Reduction System* - a patented electronic circuit that'gets·rid of the noise (hiss) that has
plagued from the outset, cassette recording. Then they proceeded to include all those things that no one
had bothered to bring to the design of a cassette machine before: steady-speed tape drive, wide-range record and playback heads, simple and accurate recording controls, and low-distortion and low-noise
electronics•
,.
The transport of the 201 is particularly robust: it uses a high-torque AC motor which drives an
oversize flywheel/capstan through an idler rather than the customary belt. The large heavy flywheel and
larger-capstan ~nsure inaudiblewow and flutter and guarantee m~imum reliability through continued use.
In addition, the Model 201 incorporates circuitry to take best2 advantage of the new duPontdeveloped C-rolyn~ chromium dioxide tape sold by Advent under the Advocate label.
- If your friend doesn't have the titles you want (and if you're feeling wealthy} you can purchase
some of the new pre-recorded Dolbyizec:1'6 cassettes and play them on your Advent 201. Pre-recorded
'Dolbyized" cassettes are being issued by the leading recording companies in increasing numbers. The best
''Dolbyized" c.assettes are the sonic equivalent .o f the best records now available and they are more con·
venient. (You can carry them around in your shirt pocket) And cassettes won't warp, scratch, accumulate
9t,1nk, or develop annoying pops and clicks.
You can hear the Model 201 in our store. Spend some time experimenting with the 201~s unique·
single record meter system. It lets you monitor your choice of channel A, channel B, or the louder of the
two. One of our salesmen will explain why this-is so good.
The Advent Model 201 costs $285 and is completely guaranteed-without charge for either
parts or labor - for one full year.
_
1. Records typically list at about six dollars. An Advocate C-90 Crolyn Cassette costs a ~bout four dollars.
11

1

On it you can record two LPs, each of which will cost you about two dollars to.add toyoarcollection.
2. No other tape system currently available does.
"Crolyn" is a trademark of duPont.
"Dolby" and "Dolby System" are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

the
stereo
shop
1536 south dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609

• phone 251-1085

----' ~ ,
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Alleged killer, kidnapper caught
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110th honors gatherin.g
~ jj:,raises students, ·DeCJn
~;

r,
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By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN

~

f'.

orac1e staff Writer

\

. -~ i
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received a certificate citing
'them for their achievement of
a 3.5 or better grade point average for three of the last
·
four quarters.
Carl Riggs, vice president
for Academic Affairs, gave
the· convocation address. · He
stres.sed that with all the ills
in society, one must seek solutions with concern, intellect,
' and objectivity. He said there
is a particular. need for cool
heads when "emotional oxen"
are gored.
WHERE THERE IS a question of research versus teaching, Riggs said that good uni- .
versities · have a balance of
the two.
Riggs supported tenure a·s
protection against "g o red .
oxen" and infringements on
academic f r e e d o.m. . Concern,ing student evaluation of..
teaching, he said it was hard
to understand · liow those in .
the business of evaluating othso reluctant. to evaluers
ate .themselves.
Following the presentation
of honor certificates, Mackey
· conferred the honorary degree .
to Dean. Mackey pril,ised".
Dean for almost 40 years of
education service, 25 years
which he spent involved with
higher education in Florida.
He cited Dean for his work as
vice president for Academic
Affairs at USF, as well as his
role as · temporary president
arid special consultant to the
president this year.

A man now at Tampa General Hospital is l:lelieved to
have killed George Schuchardt, shot at a car driving
on Fletcher, kidriapped a USF
student at gunpoint then stole
his car and crashed . -it on a
light pole after going off the
road, Major Joh:h Salla of the
Sheriff's Deparment said
·
Monday.
Expiaining Sunday night's
"weird circus of events" Salla
reported a call around 5:30
p.m. from a Mrs. Schuchardt
saying her-56-year-old husband
George had gone to check
some noises near their house
and hadn't returned . in over
an hour-and-a-half.
·INVESTIGATING o f f i c e r

Roman Alvarez found Schuchardt sprawled near a shack
by the house, shot in ·the
stomach by what appeared to
have been a shotgun.
Salla then reported that
about 8:30 p.m. James H.
Martin, a 21-year-old USF student, was parked waiting for
his girlfriend, when a man
armed with a shotgun came
up ·10 the car and told Martin
to "let him in."
SALLA SAID the man told
Martin to drive him to Tampa
but when they got to the corner of Maple and Fletcher he
told him to turn right.
· THEY DROVE east on
Fletcher and when they got
near Mar-Jo apartments, the
man told Martin to pull over
and get out, Salla said. After-

wards he drove off and Martin called the Sheriff's Department.
"So we went to check that
over and while we were there
we got a call about a wreck
on Morris· Bridge. When we
got there we saw a burning
automobile that matched the
description of Martin's stolen
car," Salla said. "We found a

j

shotgun inside and an· unconscious man nearby."
He was later moved to •
Tampa General and was reported there at press time.
Salla said his name is Manuel
Eduardo Gonzalez, a native of
Cuba with a criminal record
that includes a 1968 narcotics
charge in Berkeley, Calif.,
and a 1969 burglary charge in
Duluth, Minn.

PRE - CHRISTMAS SALE

½ PRICE
Boxed Christmas Cards
Gift Wrapping Paper·
Beautiful Designs
and Colors_
Stationery
Ribbon and Yarn
Paper Napkins
Package Ties

ar~

Name Cards

U~f
i

Bookstore & Campus Shop

~

-r ·

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME TO
/.

:L.L.T. BUILDING SUPPLIES & GIFT SHOP
,

.

.

.

·Ph. 971-6575

KA AVE. (½ Block South of Fletcher)
·13201 ·NEBRAS
.

Ph. 971-6024

.

For your remodeling and decorating needs, L.l.T. is the place to
shop for variety and savings! .....; You will be amazed at our excellent prices and variety.
)

(Price Example)

FLUSH DOORS

SHELVING

Factory Seconds
24,. X 80"

Unfinished Spruce

12"x48'• Only 88c
Prefinished Walnut CoJor

ONLY $J.95 Each

8"x24" Only $1.50
AdjustabJe Shelf - Standard

· 24,. Fruitwood Grain 50c

Other sizes available at
Comparable Prices

Shelf Support

Makes a good coffee table

.

8" Fruitwood Grain 52c

-

¼11 PEGBOARD
Cut to your size. Only 1 0c
square foot.
Colorful Decorative Plastic
for Room Dividers
light Panels and
General Decorations

20c Sq. Foot .
2' x 2• Only 80c

CLEAR LUMBER

JEWELRY CHESTS

,- -- "

Large'HandPainted Mexican
Urns - 32'• Tall

. Carved Wood
Wall Plaque with
.Crossed Swords
and Mace ·

$J9~5

' $895·

-·,I
-----r-----BRING
THIS

,t

~-- COUPON
I
I
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I·
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~
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TO OUR

GIFT SHOP '.
And Receive .10%

DISCOUNT ·
and a

FREE GIFT!

1
I
I

I
I

II

I

I

L---------------1

14½x9½''
12½x8½''
·&½x6½''

$J 995
$12 95
$895

CANDLES .;. INCE·NSE BURNERS
Carved Figures
Oil Paintings on Velvet
Planters - Plaques
Wrought Iron - Custom Made Lamps

The Most Unique Shop
In Tampa
Co'me browse around - Our prices average 25% Less than most
gift shops
·
·

Decorative ·
WALL LAMP
Wrought Iron & Wood
$2495

Our Cabinet Shop will
be glad to help on
special size cuts &
general shop · work.
25% deposit req~ired
on shop work

WATER BED
FRAMES
Made Only to
Your Specifications

1x2 - 7½c foot
1x4 - 12c foot
1 x6 - 20c foot
2x2 - 12c foot
Construction lumber
· 1x2 - 4c foot
1x4 - 7c foot
lx6 - 10c foot
2x4 - 11c foot
2x6 - 16c foot

OVER 100

VARIETIES
Pre-Finished
Paneling
EXAMPLES:
luan $2.49 ea.
Tavern Pirch $6.95 ea.
Print Walnut $3.95 ea.
Walnut $11.95 ea.
Rosewood $11.95 ea.
New Illusion $8.95 ea.

ELECTRIC DRILL
Miller Falls

¼"
Shock-Proof

ONLY

$998
SHUTTERS
Misc. Sizes
louvered White Pine
up to 30'• tall 50c
30" .to 40" tall $1.00
41 '• to 70" tall $2.0l)
Over 70" tall $2. 95
Your imagination can do
wonders with these!

,
-----...---FIRST _
.]
300
CUSTOMERS
1½"
Nylon Paint Brush

$).29 Value

19c Each
With This Coupon

--~~:. :~::__ J

